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VSAT deals for 140 Teekay
and MOL LNG ships
Teekay and MOL LNG have made significant commitments to run
their tanker fleets on VSAT, having committed a total of 140 ships
to new contracts with satcom provider NSSLGlobal
atellite
communications
provider NSSLGlobal has
announced that it has signed
two major new VSAT contracts with
shipping companies Teekay and
MOL LNG, covering some 140 ships
in total.
Teekay has signed a new $4 million VSAT upgrade and contract
extension, which will double the
bandwidth speeds for both the
onboard crew and operational network, and provide additional technical managed services to allow
Teekay to roll out new fleet-wide
applications.
The upgrade will be rolled out in
the next few months across Teekay’s
fleet of conventional tankers and
LNG Carriers, totalling 125 vessels.
“NSSLGlobal is a longstanding
communications partner to Teekay.
We have a great relationship and
we’ve always been extremely satisfied with the service and support that
we’ve received,” said Deborah Sloan,
contracts specialist, Teekay.
“With our contract coming up for
renewal both NSSLGlobal and
Teekay have worked hard to provide
our vessels even greater flexibility,
stability, and availability of communication services.”
NSSLGlobal’s VSAT IP@SEA service provides Ku- and C-band cover-
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age using six global teleports, supporting 24 satellite beams and two
Network Operation Centres. The
company also offers Ka- and L-band
services from operators like Inmarsat,
Thuraya and Iridium.
“This contract upgrade is in keeping with NSSLGlobal’s broad policy
of fostering long-term, partnering
relationships with its customers
through high quality service provision and joint developments,” said

Priya Patel, APAC regional sales
director, NSSLGlobal.
“We have been working in the
maritime industry for over 40 years
and in the current challenging market
environment that the global shipping
market is facing our customers,
including Teekay, can be confident
that they can continue to depend on
our support for many years to come.”
MOL LNG Transport (Europe), a
wholly-owned subsidiary of MOL
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(Mitsui O.S.K. Lines), has agreed a separate deal which will see the satellite
provider replace the legacy VSAT systems
on board MOL LNG’s fleet of 15 liquefied
natural gas (LNG) carriers.
“Our very thorough tender process concluded that NSSLGlobal has the best combination of network performance, flat-rate
pricing and support in the industry. The
fact that NSSLGlobal owns and controls its
own global VSAT network gave me the
confidence it could deliver against our performance requirements and SLAs,” said
Pete Adsett, IT supervisor for MOL LNG.
“Working with NSSLGlobal has been a
very satisfying experience, both in terms of
the level of service and support provided
and the performance of the technology we
now have in place. The engineers are
working incredibly hard to get the job
done in challenging circumstances, often
going above and beyond the call of duty.”
Eleven ships have been completed and a
further three are currently being worked
on, the company said, with some installations having been conducted while the
ships were in active service.
This required NSSLGlobal engineers to
fly to various international locations, get
on board and travel with the ship, doing
the install in-situ, before getting off at the
next port.
The installation involved ripping out

the old equipment, replacing with new
racks and completing the task of configuring the antennas when the ships were
moving.

Crew Welfare
In related news, NSSLGlobal also reports
that it is adding a new Unite module to its
Cruise Control communications management system, which can be applied to any
crew LAN to create a portal for the crew to
use bandwidth ‘vouchers’ (or unique
logins) to access the internet.
The managed service controls the system
centrally, with bandwidth vouchers created
and distributed to vessels to control bandwidth usage without burdening the ship’s
captain or IT manager unnecessarily.
Bandwidth vouchers can be configured
to permit usage by MB or GB limit over a
day, week or month (or a combination), or
by time limit every 24 hours (e.g. two
hours per day), with users able to see their
current usage and remaining balance. For
‘luxury’ applications (where vouchers may
not be appropriate) NSSLGlobal says that
the software can be configured to use fixed
accounts with user names and passwords.
Cruise Control Unite can be installed
remotely for existing users of NSSLGlobal’s
Cruise Control system without the need
for additional hardware.
“With MLC-2006, and increasing expec-

tations amongst crews for constant access
to their digital lives, managing crews’ personal data consumption is becoming essential,” said Sally-Anne Ray, CEO of
NSSLGlobal.
“Most companies want to allow fair-use
access to internet services. However, if left
unregulated, personal data use (as well as
the background activity of personal
devices), can leech data in an uncontrolled
manner.”
“Cruise Control Unite gives companies
a way to ensure that personal crew connectivity does not unduly eat into bandwidth
or data allowance reserved for more commercial and operational tasks. It also
removes the need for senior staff to spend
time managing such issues. Pilot trials
have shown that by better managing network access, crews’ experience and satisfaction increased massively and networks
ran far more smoothly.”
The Cruise Control Unite service can be
applied to Wi-Fi or fixed Ethernet access
systems, and is configured to disconnect
users from the internet when it detects they
have been inactive for a period of time.
Portal login pages can be branded with
company logos and bespoke help text. Free
access to ‘walled garden’ areas can also be
set up to allow essential websites or training content to be accessed by crew without
DS
consuming their voucher allowance.

Intellian expands 60cm antenna range with Ku-band unit
www.intelliantech.com
Intellian has introduced its new v65 antenna, a 60cm Ku-band satellite communications system to sit alongside the company’s existing 60cm Ka-band technology.
“We’re particularly excited about this
product, because we feel it has the potential to really shake things up in the market.
The improved RF performance over all
other 60cm offerings combines extremely
well with the high throughput Ku-band
capacity now coming online,” said Eric
Sung, president and CEO of Intellian.
“With this new tool at their disposal,
our service provider partners can offer
incredible new value propositions to the
highest volume market sectors.”
The v65 is built on Intellian’s latest generation 60-80cm class pedestal, which was
also used to develop a special product for
the Korean Coast Guard, which has had
approximately 100 units operating in the
field for nearly three years.
The new design features updated motor
technology with built-in encoders, which
Intellian says improves tracing precision
while eliminating three belts from the
three-axis stabilised system.
Another new feature of the system is
that with there will no longer be a need to
remove the radome during installation or
testing, and the antennas will be shipped
without the traditional red brackets
designed to secure the equipment during
transit.
Direct cable connections provided on
the bottom exterior of the radome eliminate the need for technicians to do any
wiring inside during installation, the company says.
Marlink will be among the first to offer
the v65 to the maritime market, for use on

The new antennas build on development work done for a Korean Coast Guard contract
its new 60cm global network that was
announced in June 2016.
“Intellian’s v65 helps us to enable this
new class of service and allows for expansion of our 60cm network to include full
global coverage,” said Tore Morten Olsen,
president maritime at Marlink.
“Testing on our network confirms the
v65 performs to our satisfaction. The
added efficiency helps support a broad
range of new service levels, each providing
true broadband connectivity at an
increased value.”
In related news, Intellian has also
launched the FB500R, a version of the
FleetBroadband 500 that comes with a
19”rack-mount BDU (below deck unit),
instead of the current wall mount version.
The FB500R is built to provide a com-
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plete rack-mount system to be installed on
the same rack as the below deck terminal
(BDT) for the company’s Global Xpress
antennas and other network service
devices, for easier installation of Inmarsat’s
Fleet Xpress package service.
The new BDU occupies a 1U space and
has an integrated AC power supply. A
Web Console is also built-in, which can be
accessed from a computer connected to the
BDU using an internet browser to allow for
configuration of the unit and installation of
firmware upgrades.
All signals pass through a single coaxial
antenna cable, which connects the antenna
above deck to the BDU.
The suggested retail price for the
FleetBroadband 500 with rack-mount BDU
is $18,000.
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Thuraya finalises plans for next generation constellation
www.thuraya.com
Thuraya reports that it has finalised its
plans for its next generation constellation,
which it says will extend its geographical
reach and help the company move into
new market sectors with additional services and devices.
Both of the company’s existing L-band
satellites, Thuraya-2 and Thuraya-3, will
continue to operate as the planned launch
of next generation satellites begins from
2020, delivering mobile connectivity complemented by services for High
Throughput Satellite (HTS) bandwidth in
sectors such as maritime.
This will be supported by new platforms
for the provision of IoT and content servic-

es, the company says, with multicasting and
broadcasting capabilities, to serve markets
requiring the mobility, capability and coverage that is uniquely available through Lband or HTS services, or in many instances
through a combination of both.
“Thuraya will become the provider of
choice for unified connectivity through an
extensive programme of expansion and
diversification. Unrivalled and uncompromised new generation L-band and complementary HTS form the basis from which
we will aim to innovate, disrupt, and redefine,” said Samer Halawi, chief executive
officer of Thuraya.
“Our portfolio will transform Thuraya
into a one-stop shop for L-band, HTS, IoT
and GSM. New markets are now accessible

Samer Halawi, chief executive officer of Thuraya

to us, and new technological capabilities will
deliver an unparalleled portfolio of mobile
products, applications and services.”
Having prepared and finalised its next
generation plans with global management
consultancy A.T. Kearney, Thuraya says it
is now in the process of appointing a financial adviser to begin its fundraising activities for the new constellation, with discussions already in progress with a number of
potential strategic investors.
In related news, Thuraya has also signed
a new agreement with VNPT VinaPhone
which will make Thuraya’s land and maritime handsets available to the Vietnam
Posts and Telecommunications Group
(VNPT), the satellite operator’s first service
agreement in Vietnam.
This agreement will extend VNPT
VinaPhone’s coverage to two thirds of the
world by utilising Thuraya’s network,
while also giving VNPT VinaPhone 100
per cent coverage over Vietnam, including
its islands.
In its initial launch phase, VNPT will
introduce Thuraya’s XT-Lite handsets and
SF2500 maritime communication system.
“Thuraya is proud to partner with the
Vietnam Posts and Telecommunications
Group. Our new agreement will give customers in Vietnam the mobile satellite services and maritime communication services
they need,” said John Huddle, senior manager for market development, Thuraya.
“Our XT-Lite handsets and SF2500, the
robust and versatile maritime communication solution, are small and easy to use.
They offer unprecedented value while
driving communication costs down by an
average of 40 per cent.”

Nakilat of Qatar implements EMC VSAT
www.geemedia.com
Nakilat, the shipping arm of Qatar’s liquefied natural gas sector, has implemented
Ku-band VSAT services from Global Eagle
Entertainment’s
Emerging
Markets
Communications (EMC) service line on vessels in its fleet of liquefied natural gas (LNG)
and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) carriers.
Installations have already been completed on eight Nakilat vessels under the
contract, with EMC supplying global
VSAT connectivity and content to enable a
range of internet, data and voice services
for the vessels and their crew.
This includes a voice-over-IP system
for the corporate network, and a crew
welfare system providing always-on
internet connectivity.
“We are delighted to sign this agreement with EMC which will significantly
contribute to the development of the communication systems’ infrastructure and
facilitate Nakilat’s maritime operations,”
said Rashid Hamad Al-Marri, Nakilat
administration director.
“As an owner of one of the largest LNG
fleets in the world, staying connected while
at sea is essential for Nakilat’s global operations. By utilising EMC’s VSAT technology,
we are able to ensure real-time information
is accessible and that our personnel can stay
in touch with their families during the ves-

NetWave gets
SeaWise
www.netwavesystems.com
Voyage Data Recorder manufacturer
NetWave has introduced its new SeaWise
‘Big Data’ technology, with the aim of
assisting shipowners in analysing and
improving long term ship technical performance as well as providing reporting
via a shore-based virtual private Cloud
environment.
Available applications within the
SeaWise platform include ship performance and fuel-efficiency monitoring, MRV
(CO2) reporting, ship resistance analysis,
remote monitoring of sensor data, and
fleet benchmarking.
The platform is presented as an IaaS
(Infrastructure as a Service) solution, with
data transferred in encrypted industrystandard data-formats into the Cloud,
where it is available for all relevant applications – including third-party applications through the provision of APIs (application programming interfaces).
NetWave says it will offer a range of
user-definable ship or fleet dashboards in
conjunction with SeaWise, available via
web-browser, to access the data and related analytics.
Installation includes the shipboard
interface and gateway which automatically collects, filters, harmonises and transfers
any data originating from engine, propulsion, automation or navigational sources
into the onshore private Cloud, with transfers taking place at set intervals using the
ship’s satcom or other communications
system.

Inmarsat has signed a new agreement appointing Satcom Global as a
Value Added Reseller (VAR) for Global
Xpress (GX) covering the maritime and
enterprise markets. Satcom Global is an
existing FleetBroadband partner, and also
has contracts with a sizeable number of
XpressLink vessels.
Rock Seven, based in the UK, has
appointed MVS Telecom as its
Russian distributor. MVS Telecom will
launch Rock Seven’s RockSTAR and
RockFLEET products, which run over the
Iridium network, through its nationwide
dealer network.

Nakilat LNG vessels loading at the Port of Ras Laffan, Qatar. Photo: Nakilat
sel’s voyage, while at the same time realise
cost savings for the company.”
In related news, EMC parent company
Global Eagle Entertainment has entered
into a global distribution agreement with
The QYOU, a provider of hosted online
short-form video content, that will link its
offerings with GEE’s Entertainment in
Motion division.
The deal gives GEE and its affiliated
companies access to The QYOU catalogue
and new productions. The video segments
will cover various categories including
extreme sports, artist spotlights, dance,
beauty, and comedy.

The agreement grants exclusive and
worldwide airline and maritime distribution rights, with similar content accessible
on airline seatback portals as on personal
entertainment devices enabled by cruise
liners.
“We’re excited to partner with GEE
to deliver world-class digital content
to audiences inflight and at sea,” said
Curt Marvis, The QYOU’s president and
co-founder.
“GEE’s airline and maritime passenger
reach coupled with our current viewership
will solidify us as the leaders in the ‘Video
Everywhere’ market.”
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Satcom

equipment

manufacturer

Newtec has made Virtel a distributor.
Dubai-based Virtel has already carried out
its first large stock order, the company says.

Sea IT has added technical specialists
John Olsson and Jonathan Puonti to its
team. The new team members will be stationed at the Sea IT headquarters in
Sweden and travel on assignment to serve
customers all over the world.
www.inmarsat.com
www.satcomglobal.com
www.rock7.com
www.newtec.eu
www.seait.se
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SES launches Maritime+ service

Iridium Pilot passes 2,200 units in 12 months
www.iridium.com

www.ses.com
Satellite operator SES has launched a new
global service for the shipping sector called
SES Maritime+, which aims to deliver
high-speed connectivity to vessels traversing the oceans by leveraging SES’s global
fleet of over 50 satellites, ground infrastructure of more than 20 teleports and
upwards of 6,000 points of presence.
SES Maritime+ will include customisable bandwidth and coverage packages,
and seamless roaming between regions,
the company said.
The managed connectivity service combines SES’s global network infrastructure
and hybrid satellite capacity with the latest
technology from VT iDirect, which SES
satellite service provider customers will be
able to use to deliver a complete platform
system to maritime end users on a worldwide basis.
This will include the ability to offer cus-

tomised service level agreements and scalable throughput options, with standardised pricing regardless of region or season
of operation.
The global SES Maritime+ product is
part of the SES Plus data network for
mobility and enterprise markets. In
March of this year, a regional Ka-band
offering was unveiled specifically to
target Europe.
“SES Maritime+ gives our global customers the nimbleness and agility to customise their capacity demands whenever
needed, and the peace of mind to focus on
delivering the best customer service experience to the vessel owners,” said Elias
Zaccack, head of mobility market solutions
centre, at SES.
“We will continue to further improve
and develop the throughput capabilities of
SES Maritime+ to ensure that vessels can
travel around the world with seamless
roaming.”

Iridium has released details on the take-up
of its Pilot maritime communications system, revealing that it shipped more than
2,200 units over the 12 months ending June
30, 2016, concluding with one of the best
quarters in company history.
These figures include use of the Iridium
Pilot terminal as a primary means of communication on ships or as a VSAT backup
solution. Over the same 12-month period,

Iridium Pilot

the company notes that its OpenPort subscriber base (the network powering Pilot)
has also increased by 9 per cent.
“It is an exciting time to work at Iridium
and to be serving the maritime industry,"
said Wouter Deknopper, vice president
and general manager, maritime line of
business at Iridium.
“The strong performance of Iridium
Pilot, combined with Iridium's progress
towards achieving certification to provide
Global Maritime Distress and Safety
System (GMDSS) communications, and the
next-generation broadband service, Iridium
Certus, on the horizon,
demonstrates
that
Iridium is poised to take
the lead in one of the
fastest growing verticals
in the satellite industry.”
“We are proud to be
able to provide the
industry what it needs,
offering valuable and
flexible alternatives for
mariners who need reliable communications.”

KVH sees shift from ‘all you can eat’
to usage-based VSAT
www.kvh.com

SES’ new Maritime+ set-up

Fleet Xpress supplied to Helikon newbuilds
www.globecomm.com

“The ability to be reliably connected to
the internet when at sea, for both business
and crew communications, with redundancy built-in is a strong benefit of Fleet
Xpress,” says Helikon principal, Michael
Papaioannou.
“Being able to combine that level of connectivity with unlimited data usage at a
fixed price means Helikon will be able to
leverage better communications as a competitive edge.”

Globecomm reports that it has delivered
its first Inmarsat Fleet Xpress terminals to
Helikon Shipping Enterprises, with two
units commissioned in Globecomm’s
Biddinghuizen facility and delivered to the
Tsuneishi Heavy Industries Cebu shipyard
in the Philippines, where the ships are
under construction.
The vessels are due
for delivery in early
October, and are the
first to be installed
with Fleet Xpress by
Globecomm.
Helikon operates a
fleet of 10 Supramax
bulk carriers trading
world-wide. The newbuildings are both
TESS 58 Aero models,
a design featuring a
number of fuel saving
features
including
aerodynamic optimisation with low drag
The Helikon newbuildings are both due for delivery
hatch coamings and
in early October
accommodation block.

KVH reports that it has seen a number of
its mini-VSAT Broadband customers move
on to usage-based airtime plans over the
last few months, to the extent that his type
of package now accounts for the majority
of users on KVH’s global satellite network.
The company says that some of its
largest fleet customers in particular have
recently opted for usage-based plans,
including ‘Open’ plans, the newest set of
usage-based offerings.
This includes shipping company BW,
which switched from an unlimited airtime
plan to Open plans for several LNG and
LPG vessels, as well as Seaspan, which
opted for Open plans for 35 vessels. SMIT
Lamnalco is also currently conducting a
field trial of mini-VSAT Broadband services with usage-based airtime plans for
approximately 100 vessels.
KVH says that its usage-based plans
still provide maritime customers with the

fastest speeds available on its network,
regardless of how much data they have
committed to on a monthly basis.
“We are excited about the success of all
of our usage-based plans, particularly the
new Open plans,” said Martin Kits van
Heyningen, CEO of KVH.
“When we introduced the Open plans
nearly a year ago, our intent was to offer
our customers the fastest possible speeds
at reasonable prices while giving them
control over their consumption with a set
of new cloud-based bandwidth management tools. Both existing and new customers are adopting the plans, recognising
that they can control and manage costs,
while fast data speeds enable them to
operate more efficiently.”
“With KVH’s Open plans delivering
speeds of 3-4 Mbps, we can provide the
average VSAT customer with a user experience that makes the service they’ve been
getting from other providers seem like
something out of the digital stone age.”

Harris CapRock launches 400Mbps radio service
www.harriscaprock.com
Harris CapRock Communications has
launched its OnePath long-range wireless
radio service, to provide a complementary
alternative to satellite bandwidth in the
cruise, energy and commercial maritime
industries.
The radio provides a secure localised
wireless data/voice network complete
with traffic management services, offering
first/last mile connections at a range of
approximately 160 km (with appropriate
heights).

Digital Ship October 2016 page 6

Licensed or unlicensed spectrum
options are available with throughputs of
up to 400 Mbps, and the equipment comes
with operating modes for Point-to-Point
and Point-to-Multi-Point applications.
“The OnePath radio solution offers bestin-class throughput performance and spectrum efficiency and is lightweight, rugged
and easy to deploy,” said Matthew Broida,
vice president, marketing, Harris CapRock.
“It offers extremely low latency to
ensure rapid delivery of high bandwidth
applications including VoIP, real-time
video, teleconferencing and sensor traffic.”
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SatMind adds maritime e-mail application
www.satmind.com
Maritime
communication
software
provider SatMind has launched its
SeaBrowser WorkMail module, an e-mail
communication system designed for shipboard use.
The e-mail application forms part of the
company’s wider SeaBrowser voice and
data communication platform, which
includes functionality like chat, SMS, web
browsing and social media.
“WorkMail has been specially designed
to answer the growing demand by ship
operations and IT for more sophisticated
features and larger data volumes at an
affordable price point,” said Zvika Nave,
SatMind CEO.
“Inmarsat has announced the imminent
End of Life for the Rydex and Amos 8
(applications) and has subsequently
started to wind down support. Our
recent addition to the SeaBrowser
Communication platform, (the) WorkMail
module, will prove crucial in offering an

end-to-end experience for users.”
“SeaBrowser WorkMail, being satellite
provider independent, ensures greater
continuity for customers, allowing integration with any satellite operator, regardless
if it is Inmarsat, Iridium or VSAT.”
SatMind says that WorkMail can be selfadministered by the crew on board ship
and doesn’t require involvement from the
company’s IT department to be configured. The module features transparent displays of vessel activity as well as task
automation functionality. Data is backed
up in real time in the Cloud, using bandwidth optimisation to make efficient use of
the ship’s satellite connection.
“Despite being just launched, we are
already flooded with inquiries and
requests to try Satmind’s WorkMail,”
added Kobi Ohayon, Satmind’s VP of business development.
“The accumulated value along with our
competitive prices will defiantly position
WorkMail as the leading mail solution in
the shipping industry worldwide.”

Reederei NSB agrees fleet VSAT deal
www.marlink.com
NSB Niederelbe Schiffahrtsgesellschaft
(Reederei NSB) has agreed a deal with
Marlink to roll out fully managed VSAT
services to its entire fleet of more than 50
vessels, including connectivity and selected related applications.
Marlink says that crew welfare was a
key component of the contract, and that
Reederei NSB seafarers will be provided
with internet, phone, social media and
messaging services as part of the 5GB data
allowance per vessel.
Access will be managed via the Marlink
XChange communications management
system, which will be installed on board all
of the ships, and the vessel e-mail systems
will be migrated to Marlink’s SkyFile Mail.
Reederei NSB crews will also be among
the first users of the new XChange Media
service, a crew-focused system delivering
news, sports and entertainment television
content, while the ships will also trial
Marlink’s new telemedicine service, which
provides access to medical expertise on
shore through multi-media channels.
On the operational side, the new VSAT
systems will be used for Machine-toMachine (M2M) connectivity, electronic
document handling, fuel monitoring and
e-Navigation applications. The XChange
Universal Remote Access system will also
provide Reederei NSB with a secure single
point of access to vessel networks for
remote maintenance and troubleshooting.
“Marlink’s comprehensive proposition
goes way beyond connectivity, enabling us
to enhance our crew welfare services while

securing operational efficiency and business sustainability using an integrated
package of solutions,” said Tim Ponath,
managing director of Reederei NSB.
“Our vessels already provide a comfortable environment for crew members to
work and live in, but it is important for us
to continue to meet the changing requirements of our people. Marlink is helping us
to do this.”
News of the deal came shortly after
Marlink announced that it was doubling
the burst speed on its Sealink VSAT services (from which Reederei NSB will benefit),
enabling up to 3 Mbps for users on its data
allowance packages as well as adding new
40, 60 and 80 gigabyte data allowances.
The Sealink Allowances can be used to
combine up to four voice lines with eight
data allowance plans, which now range
from 1 GB up to 80 GB per month.
“We are committed to continuous
improvements to the Sealink VSAT portfolio in order to meet the changing needs of
our existing and new clients,” said Tore
Morten Olsen, president maritime, Marlink.
“Flexibility is a core aspect of this and is
reflected in our technology agnostic, multiband approach to service delivery and the
extensive options such as data allowances
and value added services. The integral
flexibility of our services allows us to
adapt our broadband solutions to exact
customer needs.”
The data allowances can be upgraded or
topped up via Portal360, Marlink’s online
service management platform which offers
the ability to add and combine different
allowances.

The application has been developed specifically for maritime use

Panasonic and Yahsat sign Middle East MOU
www.panasonic.aero
Panasonic Avionics and Yahsat have
announced the signing of a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) to work together
in offering broadband services to mobility
markets in the Middle East within the next

Paul Margis, president and chief
executive officer, Panasonic Avionics

three to five years.
While final terms are still being negotiated, the MOU is also expected to allow
both parties to investigate the launch of a
Yahsat satellite constellation that would
serve Panasonic’s general mobility needs
in aviation, maritime and terrestrial transportation, and also give Yahsat the ability
to use Panasonic communication related
technologies and services where practical.
The companies say they will explore a
wide range of factors including the type of
frequency to be used, the coverage and
capacity needed to serve routes in this
region, the type of antenna and radome to
be used, and the certification requirements
of such a system.
“This is a unique opportunity for
Panasonic and Yahsat to define a new
state-of-the-art in satellite communications
for routes across the Middle East,” said
Paul Margis, president and chief executive
officer for Panasonic Avionics.
“We believe that leveraging our combined vision for connectivity in the Middle
East region will result in a truly unique
experience for passengers in a wide range
of vertical markets. We look forward to
working with Yahsat to deliver a solution
that keeps travellers entertained and productive everywhere they travel.”

More than 50 Reederei NSB ships will be equipped with VSAT)

MCN and Eutelsat sign strategic
cooperation agreement
www.eutelsat.com
Beijing Marine Communication &
Navigation Company (MCN), the commercial entity of China Transport
Telecommunications
&
Information
Center
(CTTIC),
and
Eutelsat
Communications have signed a strategic
cooperation agreement to work together
on communications systems for the maritime, aviation and land mobile broadband
markets.
The agreement will leverage Eutelsat’s
satellite resources and MCN’s ground
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infrastructure to provide broadband services for Chinese companies and international customers across the globe.
It will also support the People’s
Republic of China’s ‘One Belt One Road’
initiative that focuses on connectivity and
cooperation in Eurasia.
The partnership will additionally see
Eutelsat and MCN work together to promote satellite technology applications
research and development and to integrate
new technologies developed by both companies into commercial satellite communication services.
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Online certification programme for VSAT antennas
www.intelliantech.com
www.gvf.org
Intellian
has
launched
Specialist
Certification programme GVF 562N for
seafarers working with its marine stabilised VSAT terminals, including an initial course in terminal operation.
The course was put together in conjunction with the Global VSAT Forum (GVF).
Follow-on courses, intended for field technicians, will cover stabilised platform
installation and maintenance.
The new GVF 562N course, as well as its
prerequisite GVF 561 (marine VSAT fundamentals), are included at no additional
charge to all GVF Knowledge Center subscribers and site license holders. Both

courses are available online.
Trainees will learn fundamental aspects
of how to monitor, operate, and perform
at-sea maintenance of the Intellian antenna
models v60, v60G, v80G, v100 and v100GX
(in Ku-band mode).
Topics covered include hardware components, principles of operation of the terminal, start-up and shutdown procedures,
using the front panel operator controls,
satellite modem operation, operator-level
troubleshooting, and preventive maintenance.
General operation and problem solving
concepts covered in the course also apply
to the v240K, v240C, and v240M antennas,
Intellian says.
The course, developed by SatProf Inc, is

www.kvh.com

The online course is aimed at crews that
need to maintain VSAT antennas at sea

designed for all radio operators, IT technicians, or other seafarers and crew members
who are responsible for operating Intellian
VSAT terminals while underway.

Satcom Global hardware deal with Intellian
www.satcomglobal.com
www.intelliantech.com
Maritime
satellite
communications
provider Satcom Global has signed a
strategic partnership agreement with
Intellian covering the global supply and
distribution of maritime satellite antennas.
Under the partnership, Satcom Global
will have access to Intellian’s full range of
Ku-band, Ka-band and FleetBroadband
hardware, supporting the delivery of its
portfolio of VSAT and L-band services to
maritime customers across the globe.
“Intellian is exactly the kind of committed partner we want on our team to help
penetrate deeper into the maritime market
with a truly world class managed connectivity solution,” said Ian Robinson, CEO at
Satcom Global.

V.Group renews
NEWSlink subscription

presence, robust training and support capabilities, and an industry
leading warranty, we
are confident of providing a timely and highly
efficient service to our
customers from a hardware perspective.”
Satcom Global customers will also have
access to Intellian’s
three strategic service
Satcom Global customers will be able to call on support from
and logistics hubs as a
Intellian’s three global hubs, including this one in Rotterdam
result of the deal, located in South Korea for
“Our new partner is a forward thinking the Asia Pacific region; Rotterdam for cuscompany whose investments in R&D con- tomers in Europe; and Irvine to provide
tinue to deliver outstanding performance, logistics and service support in the
reliability and innovation. With a global Americas.

V.Group has renewed its subscription to
KVH Media Group’s daily NEWSlink service, supplying tailored news services to
more than 500 vessels, including special editions for events like the 2016 Rio Olympics.
“Renewing our subscription to
NEWSlink was an easy decision to make,”
said Andy Cook, V.Group global crew
operations director.
“The service is really popular among
our seafarers, and each master can select
from the list of available titles to suit the
interests and nationalities of the seafarers
onboard a particular vessel.”
Each ship has a choice of some 100
NEWSlink titles, ranging from country-specific daily news in more than 20 local languages, to a healthy living title, technical
articles, and even a newsletter for car enthusiasts, created in the company’s newsrooms
in Liverpool, Delhi, and Manila.
NEWSlink’s portfolio of daily and
weekly newspaper digests are currently
sent to approximately 8,500 vessels around
the world.
“Satcom Global has successfully served
the maritime market with value-added
satellite voice and data solutions for over
20 years now and the company is an ideal
partner to take our leading hardware to
market,” said Jon Harrison, VP of global
VSAT sales at Intellian.
“Their multi-skilled in-house engineering team have been fully accredited to
install and support our terminals following training at our Rotterdam and Seoul
facilities, so we know the users of the terminals are in expert hands.”

shipznet portfolio expands
www.bobz.de
Maritime GSM service provider bobz is
expanding its shipznet product portfolio to
include three additional offerings.
The first is a stand-alone version of its
shipznet Router RA300, based on LTE
technology and capable of transmission
speeds up to 300 Mbps. As a standalone
(with antenna included) it will be available
for use by companies that wish to use their
own SIM cards.
A new shipznet router, equipped with
four Ethernet connections and six SIM card
slots will be made available soon, while the
company will also launch a new R300
router without the shipznet antenna as a
separate device.
The new M300 hardware will continue
to be distributed as an all-inclusive system
with different data packages starting from
1 GB per month, and with Crew Hotspot
functionality as an optional extra, bobz
says.
The company will also launch a range of
higher data offerings in Q4 2016, including
packages up to 200 GB per month.
"Neither high investment cost not surprises through hidden roaming cost are
involved in using shipznet, which is espe-

cially appreciated by our customers,” said
Claudia Bobzin, managing director of bobz
GmbH.
The company says that shipznet has
now been rolled out on “several hundred
ships” and has been installed within a
range of different communications configurations, including integration with simple
e-mail PC applications in combination
with a FleetBroadband system, but also
linked with communication servers, such
as Dualog, iFusion (Inmarsat), XChange
(Marlink) or Nimbus (Globecomm).
In related news, Radio Holland has
announced a partnership agreement with
bobz that will see shipznet services offered
as part of the Radio Holland portfolio,
used to complement Radio Holland’s
range of satellite communication products.
“With the shipznet solution our customers are able to switch from satellite
communication to the mobile network, up
to 30km from the coast. The main benefits
for our customers are the substantially
higher speed compared to current satellite
communication and the cost savings compared to FleetBroadband,” said Armin
Holkers, business line manager ship to
shore, Radio Holland.
A shipznet crew solution will also be

The shipznet system can reach 300 Mbps
made available, allowing those on board to
connect to the system by using vouchers to
save on roaming costs on their own GSM
devices. When the voucher is used up it
can be recharged with the shipping company or the Master.
“With Radio Holland, we have connected to a partner who is a well-known global services company. We are convinced
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that this partnership is a big step to market
shipznet successfully worldwide,” said Ms
Bobzin.
“Communication demands of today’s
shipping industry have increased
immensely. shipznet is a world-wide solution for communication and supports shipping companies with reducing their communication costs.”
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Intellian set for October IPO
VSAT antenna company Intellian is set to go public with an IPO of shares in the business to take place in October.
Digital Ship spoke to company CEO Eric Sung about the company’s development and its plans for the future
orean satellite communications
antenna manufacturer Intellian is
gearing up for an initial public
offering (IPO) of shares in the company in
October, with the firm looking to raise in
the region of US$30 million which it will
use to fund an extensive R&D programme
into new technologies as part of a five year
strategic growth plan.
The listing on the KOSDAQ (Korean
Securities Dealers Automated Quotations)
in the company’s home country should
commence in mid-October, after which
shares in Intellian will be publicly tradable
for the first time.
Speaking exclusively to Digital Ship
about the IPO plans, Intellian CEO Eric
Sung explained that bringing the company
public has been a long term goal for himself and the rest of the antenna manufacturer’s co-founders since the birth of the
company in 2004.
“I started my first business early when I
was 27 in 2000, a software consulting and
implementation business for people like
Samsung and Hyundai working on global
supply chain management, and fortunately I was quite successful in that. Before that
I worked at Andersen Consulting (now
Accenture), where I had done some consulting for telcos like Korea Telecom and
SK Telecom,” Mr Sung told us.
“One day in 2003, a very close high
school friend of mine, Steve Cha, came to
visit me. He used to work for a Korean company called High Gain Antenna, which produces large ground station antenna systems
for teleports. He worked there for a couple
of years and had knowledge about satellite
communications and antenna systems”.
Mr Cha, still today a senior director at
Intellian, had been working on a project
while at High Gain that involved the
development of new technology that could
be incorporated into a television reception
antenna (TVRO) for use at sea.
This involved the creation of a patented
dynamic beam tilting system which could
offer a boost in performance relative to
existing antennas. However, when the
research was presented to the management
at High Gain it was decided to discontinue
the programme.
“This was kind of an internal science
project on maritime, they came up the technology but the boss killed the idea. That’s
when he came to me to see if I knew of a
way we could prototype the system,” said
Mr Sung.
“He came to me with four engineers and
Tyrone Kang (now VP global strategy at
Intellian), they all knew each other, and this
was the group that became the founders of
Intellian. They were satellite guys, and I
know more about service and the telecommunications business, but I hadn’t any
experience of manufacturing at that time, or
satellite. And as for maritime, nothing!”
“So for the next six to eight months I
didn’t think we could start this as a real
business, it’s a limited market and had

K

existing players making antennas, we didn’t have the maritime experience and we’d
never done a manufacturing business
before. But I thought it was interesting,
and we were young guys so I thought
maybe we can do something together.”
The company was officially founded in
February 2004, and the technology that the
group started out with was a 45cm TV
antenna system, with a specific satellite
tracking system that was based on algorithmic analysis of signal power at different locations.
“Many people today still use gyro sensors for stabilisation and tracking the satellite, but what we do in our satellite TV
antenna, and we use the technology for
VSAT as well, is that we track the peak signal of the satellite. We track the strength of
the satellite signal by sampling all the signal strengths electronically, a type of intelligent beam analysis,” Mr Sung explained.
“We had the same name from the start.
I created the brand and name myself – it
means ‘Intelligent antenna’, so ‘Intellian’.
Simply, we knew we needed to create an
intelligent antenna system, so that was the
story behind it.”
One of the first tasks for the nascent
maritime antenna company was to conduct some market research and get to
know the players in the supply chain that
Intellian could potentially partner with to
get its technology out to the market.
“One week after we formed this company I realised that there was a big boat show
in the US, the Miami Boat Show, so we
booked five tickets to fly over and attend,
and find out who the potential customers
were,” said Mr Sung.
“Back then Raymarine had the biggest
booth, so I went there with Tyrone and
Steve and showed them our 10-page business plan, with PowerPoint showing how
we’re going to build this product and just
asked them ‘how can we work together?’.
That was really the start.”
The same approach was tried on
Furuno, Simrad and all of the leisure market manufacturers, to build a distribution
channel for the new product, and this
ground work paid dividends with the
agreement of an OEM (original equipment
manufacturer) deal with Raymarine to
supply antennas across multiple markets.
That deal covered both the US and
Europe, with Intellian still able to sell
under its own name in APAC and the
Middle East. Today Raymarine remains
the only company that Intellian is still supplying as an OEM, in recognition of that
historical relationship.
“It took more than a year and a half to
supply the first TVRO to Raymarine. Our
system was just a prototype in the beginning,
and the requirements of maritime are tough,
our engineering team complained that they
had to meet almost military specs to supply
the antenna. But we developed a robust,
newly designed product and that’s what we
supplied to Raymarine,” said Mr Sung.

Intellian will use funds raised by the IPO for R&D at its $10m Innovation Centre in Korea
“We had good success moving into the
TVRO market over the next three or four
years, and in 2007 I decided to open a US
entity, just a small office to start with,
because we believed we have to create our
own channel, create a chance to meet customers ourselves so we can understand
them and develop our products for the market. Being an OEM with Raymarine meant
we didn’t have that channel to meet the customer. That was our first overseas office.”

Shifting focus
One of the first significant shifts in the
development of Intellian came in 2008,
when Raymarine proposed to change the
contract terms between the companies to
remove the yearly volume commitment
that had been in place. This would remove
exclusivity in the US and Europe, meaning
Intellian could sell under its own name in
both markets, but would also remove the
revenue commitment that the previous
contract had offered.
“It was a big risk back then, our revenue
back then was about $7 million and half of
that came from Raymarine, then all of a
sudden they wanted to change the contract,” said Mr Sung.
“But we took the contract and decided
to go to the US directly, and in the next six
months, before Lehman Brothers (collapsed, sparking a global financial crisis),
we developed maybe 20 or 25 channel
partners in the US and Europe to sell under
our own name.”
“When Lehman happened we decided to
pour almost all of our marketing money into
the US market for brand marketing. At the
Fort Lauderdale Boat Show in November
(of 2008), JRC had given up their usual
booth space because of the crisis, and it usually takes years to get a space there. So we
decided to take the title sponsorship for the
next two years, which was a gamble at the
time. Our revenue was about $1 million in
the US and we invested $1 million in marketing to set up our operation there in 2008.”
The gamble taken with this marketing
investment paid off, with Intellian having
shipped some 30,000 TVRO antennas by
the end of 2009, leaving the company in
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position to begin the second phase of its
antenna development masterplan and
move into VSAT communications systems.
“The idea to provide VSAT was there
from when we established the company,
that was the long term goal right at the
beginning. We prepared, one thing at a time,
over several years,” Mr Sung explained.
“Lehman happened in 2008, and at the
time of that crisis our revenue was about
$10 million. So we decided to invest $10
million to build our whole R&D facility
and a factory at what is our current
Innovation Centre, because we knew that
if we wanted to build a large sized antenna
we’d need a factory with taller ceilings and
the right environment.”
“There are many smaller type factories
in Korea but this antenna system needs to
have clear line of sight to see the sky to the
South. We needed to create a space to really develop our product.”
Intellian’s new purpose built antenna
development facility was opened in May
2010, but the company had already begun
discussions with Marlink in the months
prior to that on an agreement to deliver
VSAT antennas for use in fulfilment of
Marlink’s satellite communications contracts with its own customers.
“Even in the middle of construction of
our facility some of the Marlink management came to Korea to see what was going
on. We came to an agreement to supply
our system and that was really the start of
our satcom business,” said Mr Sung.
“The prototype was in 2009 I think, and
we began to sell VSAT from 2010. I think
we shipped the first batch of our v110 1metre Ku-band antennas to Marlink
around the end of 2010. And still the first
antenna is working now on the ship!”
“In around 2011 we signed an agreement
with Inmarsat to develop the v100x, a 1
metre Ku/GX convertible system. That was
a real game changer, as a company for ourselves but also for the industry because it
was the first convertible for Ku-band to Kaband. I think we launched that antenna
about nine months after we signed the contract with Inmarsat, which even Inmarsat
were surprised by. But even before we
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signed the contract we decided to put a lot of
money into developing this kind of system,
because we were confident that Inmarsat
would want to work with us and we were
passionate about developing technology for
this kind of change in the industry.”
One of the early technological breakthroughs for Intellian in its expansion into
the VSAT communications sector, according to Mr Sung, was the company’s development of a Universal LNB (Low Noise
Block downconverter) system, part of the
antenna technology used to process satellite signals received by the dish.
“This was a kind of an industry problem, there are many different kinds of LNB
for VSAT, so we had to have 12 to 15 different types of LNB with different frequencies. When we would get an order we’d
have to produce that customised system.
So we decided to develop a single universal LNB that would work with all frequencies, that can be switched using a software
API,” he told us.
“We developed that as a world first by
ourselves, as 100 per cent in-house technology. I think that shows something of what
we are trying to do, developing every piece
of core technology for satellite communication, things like robotics and satellite
antenna and RF design, composite materials and network software development.
(Antenna development) is a convergence
of all of these ICT technologies, but
because we own all of our technologies
ourselves then we have the fundamental
pieces to create things that don’t exist yet.”
“I pushed this for two reasons, one is

that there are all different kinds of service
provider that use different frequencies for
their service. If we supplied a VSAT with
one kind of LNB to a Marlink customer, if
that customer later wants to change their
service provider then they would have to
reconfigure the equipment. Now, with the
(universal) LNB, our system is more like an
Android phone, it’s an open platform and
it can be used with all of the service
providers, except KVH because they have
a closed network. So a customer can use
the same system with a different service
provider without changing anything. I
think that drives change.”

IPO
Intellian now has approximately 10,000
maritime VSAT systems installed on ships
operating across the world, half of which
are using the GX convertible Ku/Ka-band,
the v100, with the rest mostly using Kuband systems, and a smaller number having C-band on board.
As such, Mr Sung believes the stability
and growth demonstrated by the business
since entering the VSAT market in 2010
will provide a strong foundation for
Intellian to move forward with an IPO at
this point, underpinning a new level of
investment in technological development.
“We had this idea back in 2004 but we
picked this timing early last year. R&D
investment is part of that, probably we’re
going to raise about $30 million from the
IPO, and we’re planning to invest $100
million over the next five years in R&D,
developing new technology and creating a

new R&D platform,” he said.
“We’ve been investing in R&D since
day one. In the early stages we invested
about 20 to 30 per cent of our revenue, but
nowadays we annually invest 10 per cent
of our revenue into R&D. We’ll continue to
invest about 10 per cent, so I think it’s
about the right number to say $100 million
for the next five years.”
This kind of investment will mean a
substantial increase in the resources available to Intellian’s engineering team for
their research. To put it in context, in its 12
years in existence to date Intellian has
spent approximately US$40 million on
R&D, so the next five years will see the
company spend two and a half times that
amount.
That investment will continue to be overseen by the same management team, including the five original founders of the company, with the amount of stock being offered
in the IPO not enough to change Intellian’s
corporate structure, Mr Sung notes.
“We’re going to issue 15 per cent of the
company for the IPO. Any of our institutional investors or personal investors can
then sell also if they want to. Technically,
I’d say about 35 to 40 per cent liquidity will
be available,” he said.
“I’m not going to sell a single share
myself for the next four years, that’s the
commitment I’m making, and most of our
shareholders will not sell. They have a sixmonth lock-up period as well but I think
they’ll just sell a little bit of their share.”
“We have two strategic investors, one is
KDB (Korea Development Bank) which is
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going to sell out its shares, and another
financial partner which is a venture capital
company. Other than that it’s all private
shareholders. Myself and the founders own
about 60 per cent of the shares, and even
after the IPO we will have 45 to 51 per cent
of the total shares. So nothing will really
change in terms of corporate governance.”
Where the company’s US$100 million
R&D investment leads remains to be seen,
but Mr Sung believes that the evolution of
the maritime satcom industry is going to
take us places that are very different to
what has gone before – and he’s excited at
the prospect.
“New services will emerge in this market, and every new service requires engineering innovation. Right now I think that
the satcom antenna is still heavy and
expensive, in context, and we’d like to find
a way to make it smaller and inexpensive
and more efficient, supporting more
throughput and being more customer
friendly,” he said.
“Think of the cell phone, we don’t see
the antenna, it’s inside already and nobody
cares about the antenna. I think there’ll be
new innovations that will come. Our roots
are in maritime and there’s still a huge
amount to contribute in maritime.”
“At the end of the day we will try to
develop a kind of Big Data platform, to
provide it to our service providers, customers and even end users. So it’s not just
about hardware, it’s about creating a platform for a better customer experience,
whether that’s a business platform or servDS
ice platform or anything else.”
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Second Intelsat Epic satellite prepares for service
The launch of Intelsat’s 33e EpicNG satellite in August will significantly boost the bandwidth available
on major shipping routes across the globe when it goes live early next year. Digital Ship spoke to
Intelsat’s Chris Insall about the Epic impact on the maritime sector
ntelsat 33e, the second of seven
planned Intelsat EpicNG high
throughput satellites, successfully
launched from French Guiana aboard an
Ariane 5 launch vehicle on August 24, with
the Boeing-manufactured satellite set to
bring high throughput capacity in both Cand Ku-band to the Africa, Europe, Middle
East and Asia regions from 60°E in the first
quarter of 2017.
This additional coverage will integrate
with that provided by Intelsat 29e, the first
Intelsat EpicNG satellite, which was
launched in January 2016 over the
Americas and North Atlantic Ocean
region. The two satellites will together
cover a range of major shipping routes
from the Americas through Europe and
into Asia.
Once 33e also goes live Intelsat expects
the additional bandwidth and network
capabilities enabled by the new technologies to be quickly rolled out to end users by
the satellite operator’s service provider
partners.
“The roll out is very swift. It’s the nature
of maritime VSAT that a significant portion of business is pre-committed and
that’s where it differs quite a lot from the
MSS L-band business. There are significant
commitments in place prior to launch, and
that becomes available very swiftly on
operation,” explained senior principal
product manager, maritime services at
Intelsat, Chris Insall, in an interview with
Digital Ship.
“That roll-out also goes back to what we
have planned with Epic from the beginning with backwards compatibility and
open architecture. We’ve given them a
chance to prepare their systems to access
the spot beams on the High Throughput
Satellites almost immediately. They’ll get
an improvement with their existing network, and that will be basically instanta-

I

neous once the satellite is operational.
There will be further improvement as new
generations of ground hardware come out,
but we think take up by those customers
should be pretty quick once the satellite is
operational.”
“There are new capabilities that the user
can realise once they’re on Epic, without a
change in hardware, there’s a process
whereby the service providers deliver and
deploy that new capacity and see what it
can offer their customers. That’s quite a
swift process, and something we designed
as far as possible to be seamless. We’ll
deliver that extra horsepower into the network and that can be rolled out by the
service provider as needed.”
So far, the company has reported some
impressive numbers for performance of
the Epic network on the 29e, which is currently carrying traffic from the Americas,
Western Europe and on North Atlantic
trade routes.
Since it began commercial operation in
late March 2016, that first Epic satellite has
provided a 165 per cent efficiency
improvement on existing networking
hardware, and a 330 per cent efficiency
improvement on next generation ground
networking technologies, according to
Intelsat’s test figures.
From a maritime standpoint, the addition of 33e coverage will make a significant
difference to the sector globally, with the
majority of major shipping routes set to be
covered by Epic capacity once the new
satellite goes live.
“The new satellite is stationed at 60°
East and offers greatly increased performance to key maritime regions such as the
Mediterranean, the Africa coast, Suez and
the Middle East – and key shipping routes
in Asia such as the straits of Malacca
through to the China Sea,” said Mr Insall.
“The coverage delivered by Intelsat 33e

in Europe and Asia builds on the coverage
for the Americas and Atlantic provided by
Intelsat 29e. And going forward, additional Epic satellites will continue to roll out a
service to meet global shipping requirements, including the Horizons 3e satellite,
which will provide services in the Pacific
from 2018 in collaboration with our operator partner, JSAT.”
“That’s when we will have complete
global coverage of Epic on shipping lanes.
We also have the four other Epic satellites
in development, they will overlay in areas
of high demand to provide even more
capacity. So the three satellites will be what
gives us global HTS coverage by 2018, and
four more that, as demand grows, allows
us to deliver in those areas.”
In the commercial maritime sector that
introduction of global coverage will follow
the increasing trend in deployment of
VSAT, which is expected by most analysts
to continue to grow at double digit rates in
the near term.
“For many years those communication
expectations have been capped due to the
limitations of L-band, but that scene is
changing now with VSAT. Research that
we ran last year showed that some 57 per
cent of shipping companies have VSAT in
their fleet, and we expect that to continue
upwards,” said Mr Insall.
“Comsys’ expectation is that there is a
wider market of some 55,000 vessels to be
addressed, and the driver in that includes
existing applications as well as new expectations of something close to terrestrial
communications.”

Big Data
Intelsat’s own research also suggests that,
at the vessel level, commercial operators
will increase their ship-to-shore traffic by
60 per cent over the next two to three years,
even in the difficult economic environment

Intelsat 33e was launched on August 24. Photo: ESA CNES Arianespace
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most shipping companies continue to face.
One of the main drivers that Intelsat
expects to fuel this surge in satellite traffic
will be the application of BigData and
Internet of Things technologies in shipping,
as operators strive to make their assets work
for them as efficiently as possible.
“As the commercial shipping sector
continues its recovery, we do see the concept of realising value-added services
around the operator’s vessel data – and
unlocking the huge value of that data
through analytics – taking centre stage,”
Mr Insall told us.
“We have good insights from the maritime operator survey we recently commissioned – in the next year of operation
around a third of those surveyed intended
to implement data analytics including
emissions and efficiency monitoring. Next
to accessing cost reductions, achieving
increased efficiency was the second most
important reason cited for upgrading vessels’ systems.”
“Of course, the mandatory rollout of
ECDIS continues over the next two years
including the retrofit of all existing cargo
vessels. And at the same time, we see exciting new concepts such as Danelec’s
VDRConnect unlocking the value of a
huge array of data points accessible on the
vessel – with VDR previously just an
underutilised resource in this area, the new
systems can open up the benefits of
analysing performance from all the trackable variables such as the engine data, as
well as data from the gyro, the GPS, AIS,
main alarms, speed log and so on.”
One of the early user sectors taking up
the additional capacity provided by Epic
has been the cruise industry, with Marlink
leveraging the Epic network to provide
connectivity to Mediterranean Shipping
Co.’s (MSC) 12 cruise ships.
“We see the cruise sector as providing a
strong example of the growth in performance requirements for the wider sector,”
said Mr Insall.
“For operations, passenger and crew
there is simply a very direct requirement
now to enable the kind of connectivity
experienced at home or in the office. The
cruise sector is showing formidable
growth – the CLIA [cruise association]
states there are more than 25 million passengers expected in 2019 – and we can be
sure that yesterday’s levels of connectivity
will not begin to meet this market’s needs.”
It is with this in mind that Intelsat will
continue rolling out what it believes to be
“tomorrow’s” standard for satellite communications over the next couple of years.
As Epic goes global and the bandwidth
available to the maritime industry reaches
never before seen levels, the most intriguing story will be what vessel operators
decide to do with these new capabilities.
For that, we have to wait and see.
DS
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Columbus Shipmanagement agrees fleet-wide Bluetracker deal
www.interschalt.com
Hamburg Süd subsidiary Columbus
Shipmanagement (CSM) and Interschalt
maritime systems have concluded a contract that will see a total of 46 container
ships equipped with the Bluetracker fleet
performance management software
package.
In order to achieve the stated target of
saving one ton of fuel per ship per day on
the auxiliary system (diesel generator and
boiler consumption) within one year, the
Ship Energy Efficiency team at CSM, under
the leadership of managing director
Christoph Gessner, tested two different
technologies on two 10,600 TEU container
ships as part of a six-month trial before
making a final decision on which application to roll out to the fleet.
The system is tasked with monitoring
current energy consumption on board
based on the consumption data of the
engines and auxiliary systems within the
on-board electrical system, with the data
gathered both manually and using sensors.
CSM will also use historical data and data
gathered during ship operations for analysis so that the ships’ current energy consumption can be accurately assessed.
“In order to be able to adopt corresponding optimisation measures together with
the ship's command where necessary, we
need a tried-and-tested monitoring and
analysis system, which captures data from
various on-board systems reliably and comprehensively and provides us with flexible
options for spotting correlations, in particu-

Christoph Gessner, Columbus Shipmanagement, and Günter Schmidmeir, Interschalt
lar in the case of inefficiencies, when we are
evaluating the data," said Mr Gessner.
“Our mission is to improve the environmental footprint of our ships by ensuring
that the equipment on board is used as efficiently as possible. And the best way of
doing this is with real-time data. So a reliable monitoring and analysis system is
absolutely essential.”
Bluetracker can also interface with the
MACS3 loading computer, and offers a
web-based analysis tool for evaluating
the data.
In related news, Interschalt’s partner-

DNV GL and Tekomar
integrate software systems
www.dnvgl.com
DNV GL and Tekomar have entered into a
partnership agreement to improve data
exchange and integration between
Tekomar’s XPERT engine performance
system and DNV GL’s ECO Insight performance management portal.
“We are very pleased that Tekomar has
chosen us as a partner. Our customers are
looking to access information simply and
quickly, this cooperation will provide our
customers vastly improved access to vital
performance information on both platforms,” said Torsten Büssow, head of fleet
performance management at DNV GL –
Maritime.
“In addition, this type of cooperation

will help to improve ECO Insight and
XPERT, further boosting the value they
provide to our customers.”
DNV GL’s ECO Insight solution will
provide fleet performance analytics,
enhanced with Tekomar XPERT engine
performance indicators, on the ECO
Insight dashboard. Tekomar XPERT provides performance analysis as well as presenting users with operational and maintenance advice that aims to create fuel
savings.
The integration of the two systems will
mean that KPI data from engine performance indicators will be exchanged between
XPERT and ECO Insight, which has been
implemented on more than 750 vessels
since its launch in 2015.

Torsten Büssow, DNV GL – Maritime, and Beat Güttinger, Tekomar

ship with cloud-based vessel stowage and
collaboration platform XVELA, which
aims to create an open stowage planning
and collaboration platform, has passed its
first milestone with the XVELA system
now able to exchange data with Interschalt
applications.
XVELA and Interschalt, both part of
Cargotec, have been working together
toward the common goal of integrating
their technology since Cargotec’s acquisition of Interschalt was approved earlier
this year.
Authorised XVELA users, such as ocean

carriers and terminal operators, will now
have access to ship configuration files from
Interschalt’s library of StowMan and
MACS3 compatible ship files directly within XVELA.
Users of Interschalt’s MACS3 loading
computer and StowMan software will also
be able to leverage XVELA’s vessel and
stowage visualisation tools to manage the
stowage process and improve collaboration with the ship’s called terminals.
“By adopting an open ship file standard
across these solutions, all stakeholders in
the stowage process are able to work from
the same identical and validated specifications of each ship – a key step in supporting clear communication and collaboration
between ocean carriers and terminal operators,” said Robert Inchausti, chief technology officer, XVELA.
“This eliminates the time and cost of
duplicating ship files across stowage solutions on both the carrier and terminal side
and, more importantly, reduces the operational data errors caused by outdated or
incorrectly configured ship files.”
The data files used could also lend
themselves to integration with other third
party systems, the companies note, as the
XVELA JSON ship file format is open and
available to any provider’s ship files, with
the aim of encouraging industry adoption
of the file standard.
A full set of APIs will ultimately be
released to allow interoperability with any
viable terminal operating system or
stowage planning software, along with inhouse systems.

Logimatic announces FORCE integration
www.sertica.com

The user can define which key
performance indicators should be monitored by adding them to the Sertica
dashboard, where data will be analysed
to identify correlation with results from
SeaTrend. This will provide daily fuel
monitoring of the entire vessel, with
an overview of each engine’s fuel consumption to allow for the detection of
any abnormalities.

Software company Logimatic reports that
it is working with research and development firm FORCE Technology in the
development of a multifunctional software
system integrating Logimatic’s Sertica
platform with the SeaTrend performance
optimisation application create by FORCE.
Last year, Logimatic launched Sertica
Performance as a part of its
Sertica Fleet Management
software system, which
monitors and analyses the
elements affecting a vessel’s
fuel
consumption.
Integrating
that
with
SeaTrend will allow users to
enhance its capabilities by
monitoring and analysing
external factors influencing
the vessel’s operation and
efficiency, like weather conditions, water depth and
wind power.
”The collaboration with
FORCE Technology is an
ideal opportunity to offer
our customers an extra functionality to their performance calculations. I am convinced that this collaboration will benefit all parties,”
Mikkel Tolstrup, FORCE Technology,
said Allan Rasmussen, senwith Allan Rasmussen, Logimatic
ior consultant, Logimatic.
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It matters to us

Quality Assurance is
one of our priorities because
maintaining the quality of the product throughout its entire
lifecycle is vital for safety onboard vessels. Based on the
mindset rooted in traditional Japanese craftmanship,
we conduct meticulously organized product inspection
and testing before their shipment to maintain the quality
standard of our product range. This results in minimizing
the risk of equipment failure.
At the end of the day, it is in our vested interest, because
seeking customer satisfaction is our goal. It matters to us all.

FURUNO ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
www.furuno.com
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ABB to combine software platforms
www.abb.com
ABB has launched an updated maritime
software analytics platform bringing
together ABB’s EMMA and OCTOPUS
applications into one software package,
under the OCTOPUS banner.
External information, such as weather
or cargo load parameters, can be combined
with the ship’s process and propulsion
information to provide what the company
calls a ‘digital hub’ for vessel data that can
gather an unlimited number of signals
from onboard sensors.
ABB believes that it is well placed to
offer this kind of centralised data collection
as it already manufactures hardware with
sensors and many of the measuring instruments that feed information to OCTOPUS.
OCTOPUS is currently installed on
more than 400 vessels, providing users
with data about trim, bunker transfer, fuel
consumption, power plant optimisation,
electricity use, speed advice, propulsion
power analysis and hull cleanliness.
“For the first time we are bringing
together two important features in the
marine industry, energy efficiency optimisation and safe voyage execution, into the
same software and analytics platform,”
said Mikko Lepistö, senior vice president
of vessel information and control at ABB.
“One of the advantages of OCTOPUS is
that it is scalable, meaning it can be adapted for vessels depending on the complexity. One aspect that remains largely
unchanged for ABB’s marine software

across vessel types is the short payback,
which is around one year.”
ABB is also expanding its software portfolio with the addition of a new torque monitoring system called Torductor Marine,
designed to assist in optimising engine and
fuel efficiency in the maritime sector.
The launch comes after the completion
of a successful trial on Stena Line’s freight
ferry Stena Scotia, where sensors tracked
the performance of the vessel’s engines
and displayed it within ABB’s software
which visualises the data for the onboard
crew and can be shared with the ship’s
shore-side support team.
Following the tests of the system on the
portside propeller shaft, Stena Line agreed
to transition the test installation into a permanent one, and purchased a second
installation for the Starboard shaft.
Installation involves mounting contactless sensors facing the propeller shaft with
a gap of approximately 1.5mm. Other than
the shaft itself, there are no moving parts,
which ABB says should mean that the system can operate almost maintenance free.
The new Torductor Marine will be partly targeted at shipping companies looking
to demonstrate compliance with the
requirements laid down by the IMO for
Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plans
(SEEMP), as it can offer quantifiable insight
into the performance of the vessel’s engine,
such as propulsion power, Specific Fuel Oil
Consumption (SFOC), total number of
shaft revolutions and the total amount of
energy developed during a voyage.

The torque monitoring data system was trialled on Stena Scotia
“The shipping industry is turning to
technology to make their fleets more efficient and comply with international regulations,” said Juha Koskela, managing director of ABB’s Marine and Ports business unit.
“At ABB we are leveraging increased
ship connectivity and Torductor Marine
exemplifies how we are helping ships
become more efficient through marine
software.”
In related news, ABB’s Turbocharging
division has developed a new digital application to identify the potential operational
risks of replacing turbocharger parts with
non-original components, using data from
turbocharger failure scenario simulations
to calculate the impact of parts from manufacturers that do not fit ABB turbocharger specifications.
The app offers numerical and graphical
guidance on the consequences over time of
using ‘copycat’ parts, ABB says.
Displaying a 3-D animated image of a turbocharger for medium speed engines, the
app focuses specifically on six components: turbine nozzle ring; impeller blades
of the compressor wheel; the compressor
casing; compressor wheel; turbine wheel;
and turbine casing.
Sliding scales for each of these allows
users to quantify the potential conse-

quences of adjustments to material quality
or geometric dimensions. The variation of
each parameter is reflected as a potential
impact for the turbocharger’s operation,
for example its ability to withstand
extreme heat, abrasive particles, or shock
loading. It also shows the impact on turbocharger efficiency, and the implications
of turbocharger failure.
Users can see the direct effect their turbocharger parts buying decisions have on
time between overhauls (TBO), fuel consumption, and even on safety by operating
outside tolerances specified by ABB.
“The calculation capability of this new
app allows customers to see for themselves
the potential impact to turbocharger performance and reliability of using parts
other than those supplied by ABB,” said
Remo Kissling, general manager service
spare parts, ABB Turbocharging.
“Supporting our customers in better management of their maintenance is very important, and this app offers an objective means
of simulating and calculating the impact of
even the slightest deviation in material quality and dimensions from the ABB
Turbocharging Original Parts standard.”
The app is available to download for
use through web browsers as well as iOS
and Android mobile devices.

Mont Hope Ship Management
to roll out ShipManager to fleet
www.dnvgl.com
OCTOPUS provides voyage and performance data

NAPA and Furuno integrate on
data reporting systems
www.napa.fi
www.furuno.com
NAPA and Furuno report that they
have integrated NAPA’s Performance
Monitoring and Logbook software packages with Furuno’s hardware to create a
market-ready data logging and reporting
system, using data signals already present
onboard ships today.
The companies see this partnership as a
step into the Big Data era for shipping, utilising Internet of Things data-collection, electronic logging, and ship-shore and data-centre communications to drive optimisation.
The services offered will use existing
Furuno hardware and satellite communication systems to link with the two data-

led platforms that form the basis of
NAPA’s Shipping Solutions, designed to
optimise vessel efficiency while also providing a full reporting solution for the
EU’s
Monitoring
Reporting
and
Verification (EU MRV) legislation.
“NAPA delivers excellent data collection, analysis and control solutions
for the maritime industry,” said Muneyuki
Koike, senior managing director, Furuno.
“We are confident that the combination
of NAPA’s Shipping Solutions and
Furuno’s expertise in navigation and communication equipment with its worldwide
service network will create very powerful
synergy, and we are looking forward to an
exciting growth of the partnership within
the maritime IoT world.”

Mont Hope Ship Management, a new
company focusing on servicing vessels
engaged in the energy sector, is to implement DNV GL’s ShipManager integrated
software system across its entire fleet.
Mont Hope Ship Management began
operations in May 2015, based out of Kuala
Lumpur,
Malaysia.
DNV
GL’s
ShipManager is now running on 16 of its
vessels, replacing different legacy applications and Excel sheets.
“I already knew ShipManager well
through my network,” said Captain Sanjay
Tyagi, CEO of Mont Hope.
“ShipManager comes from DNV GL,
and it’s a mature, proven system. One
takes for granted that the quality of product will be good.”
“Having an integrated system is beneficial for any shipping company, regardless of
the size of the fleet. It reduces administrative
work on ship and shore. It provides more
reliable data. To that extent, I believe DNV
GL provides the most integrated system on
the market.”
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Capt Sanjay Tyagi, CEO,
Mont Hope Ship Management

As a new company, Mont Hope says it
is in the process of building its fleet management services around the selected software, utilising ShipManager modules for
technical, procurement, QHSE, crewing,
finance and fleet analytics processes.
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Norwegian Cruise Line expands
ShipServ integration
www.shipserv.com
Cruise operator Norwegian Cruise Line
has signed up with e-procurement platform ShipServ to implement the company’s technology to support its 24 vessels
under three brands – Norwegian Cruise
Line, Oceania Cruises and Regent Seven
Seas Cruises.
Oceania Cruises and Regent Seven Seas
Cruises have been ShipServ clients since
2010 and NCLH has now chosen to expand
the use of the procurement platform to
cover all the brands in the group.
NCLH will connect to ShipServ via

Indian Register of Shipping
(IRClass) has set up a new regional
office in Hong Kong to serve the East Asia
region. Its areas of responsibility include
the southern provinces of The People’s
Republic of China, Taiwan, the
Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia, Pacific
Island Nations and the US Territory of
Guam & Saipan.
IRClass has also joined the group of
classification societies recognised by the
EU, with the European Commission
adopting a decision granting recognition
to the Indian Register of Shipping (IRS) in
accordance with Regulation (EC) No.

SpecTec AMOS 9.2, which will provide
access to ShipServ’s sourcing tools and
business intelligence/ purchasing benchmark KPIs based on the trading activities
of over 8,000 vessels.
“With all three of our brands in the
Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings group
now using the ShipServ platform we have
standardised procurement, plus have the
added benefit of using ShipServ’s features
to provide us with key business KPIs to
monitor our procurement activity,” said
Olivier Buton, senior director, technical
purchasing and strategic alliances for
Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings.

391/2009 of the European Parliament.
Fraunhofer CML’s crew planning
software Crew Compliance Optimizer
(CCO) has been certified in accordance
with the regulations of the German
Flag State authorities. In particular this
process examined requirements for the
specific determination of the number of
crew and their qualifications, regularly
updated work plans during the voyage,
and compatible reports for inspection and
internal audits.
www.irclass.com
www.fraunhofer.de

Google and partners launch
Global Fishing Watch
www.orbcomm.com

Anyone can use Global Fishing Watch
to track the activities of the estimated
35,000-plus commercial fishing vessels
across the world, which the project partners hope will increase the commercial
fishing industry’s accountability by allowing fisheries to identify unauthorised activity and facilitate seafood supply chain
transparency.
It also aims provide a tool to governments, NGOs and researchers for the
enforcement of IUU regulations and
Marine Protected Areas (MPAs).

Google, Oceana and SkyTruth have
launched Global Fishing Watch, a collaboration which aims to end Illegal,
Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) fishing
through the collection and display of satellite AIS (Automatic Identification System)
data.
Global Fishing Watch is a public platform that identifies fishing vessels and
analyses fishing activity to ensure environmental regulations are upheld.
Vessel location
information
is
gathered from AIS
signals, collected
regionally by terrestrial receivers and
globally by satellite
receivers
using
ORBCOMM’s AIS
data service. The
time-stamped positional vessel data
points are classified
as either ‘fishing’ or
‘non-fishing’ activities, creating a near
real-time and historical global view
Global Fishing Watch shows commercial fishing activity
of fishing activity.
from Jan 2012 to three days prior to present time

Is Comtech
Onboard?
Service providers and end users globally rely
on our ground equipment to support a variety of
applications for the oil & gas, cruise and cargo
sectors. From VSAT networking platforms,
satellite modems and integrated network and
bandwidth management to rugged frequency
converters and amplifiers, our solution suite
features a unique blend of horsepower, efficiency
and intelligence.
With Comtech onboard, you can meet your
customers’ increasing throughput demands,
improve quality of experience, and prepare for
the future.
Contact us today. We are ready to evaluate
your network configuration and traffic mix to
determine how our latest innovations can benefit
your upcoming satcom infrastructure projects.

+1.480.333.2200
sales@comtechefdata.com
www.comtechefdata.com
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Baja Ferries
installs stabiliser
control system
www.pinfabb.com
Baja Ferries has installed the Pinfabb_ECO
smart stabiliser control software system
aboard the Caribbean Fantasy RoRo/ passenger ship, with the aim of optimising
fuel performance and reducing emissions
by minimising stabiliser drag.
The vessel is managed by France
Ferries, and the system was installed during the ship’s drydock in Menzel Burguiba
with the support of the CMR Tunisia shipyard in less than a week, including time
taken for testing.
“Our conditions were to perform this job
in a short time and to provide data to the
officers on watch in order to be able to optimise the use of the stabilisers as much as
possible and not to consider fins should be
in use, for passengers’ comfort, from beginning to end of sea passage,” said Nicolas
Carion, France Ferries’ technical manager.
The adoption of this software system
will also form part of the company’s
SEEMP (ship energy efficiency management plan), Mr Carion added.
Pinfabb_ECO measures factors that
influence ship stability, like wind, current,
cargo conditions, weather, propulsion
power and ship drift, and advises the crew
on how to optimise stability for fuel consumption reduction.

CyberLogitec adds distance data to vessel management applications
www.cyberlogitec.com
Korean maritime technology company
CyberLogitec has launched a new addition
to
its
software
portfolio
called
CyberLogitec Distance, for use with the
company’s OPUS Bulk and MAnGO applications.
CyberLogitec Distance offers data on
port distances for use by charterers, cargo
owners and vessel operators in voyage
planning, with the aim of supporting more
precise fuel usage calculations and better
cost visibility.
Access to real-time port information
and satellite images of adjacent facilities
are additionally available, to help users
better plan port visits.
The distance data will be integrated
with OPUS Bulk, used in the management
of bulk businesses, as well as the bulk

Distance data is available within the free MAnGO application
order management and profitability
assessment application MAnGO.
CyberLogitec says that a newly upgrad-

ed version of the MAnGO system is now
being made available free of charge, and
can be downloaded from its website.

ABS launches guidance and software for container stack analysis
www.eagle.org
ABS has launched its new Guide for
Certification of Container Securing
Systems, along with a companion software
package to aid in implementation.
By year’s end, ABS says that the Guide
will introduce significant changes in ondeck container stack load analysis and
lashing bridge design load calculations,

introducing non-linear methodology to
that analysis to more accurately determine
container carrying capabilities.
The software tool, known as C-LASH,
provides non-linear direct calculations for
load analysis of these on-deck container
stacks. ABS says that this proprietary software will allow operators and designers to
better understand the impact of twist lock
clearance and lashings to help optimise
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cargo capacity.
“In today’s operating environment, container ship owners must improve performance while maintaining reliability and
safety,” said ABS vice president for container ships, Matt Tremblay.
“These cutting-edge tools provide
industry leading guidance that optimises
operational capacity and enhances safety
for container ships.”
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Research points to added fuel efficiency gains from vessel design
www.shippingefficiency.org
Researchers from UCL Energy Institute
(UCL) and Carbon War Room (CWR) have
published the results of recent research
into the role of energy efficiency in vessel
competitiveness, highlighting the fact that
vessels with high design efficiency are creating millions in costs savings when it
comes to paying for fuel.
UCL investigated the issue by collecting data on market dynamics and data on
vessel operational patterns derived from
the Automatic Identification System
(AIS). The research showed that vessels
with higher design efficiency, as measured by the GHG Emissions Rating, save
more fuel on average than design alone
would indicate.
This means, for example, that in 2012
the difference in fuel costs between a Brated and an F-rated Capesize vessel was,
on average, $5,500 per day, or nearly $1.5
million annually; a higher difference than
would be anticipated based on design.
Despite this, the researchers point out
that efficient vessels do not appear to
deliver significant rewards for anyone
other than the fuel payer. In the time charter market, charterers appear to be rewarded when they choose vessels with high
GHG Emissions Ratings, but owners of
efficient ships do not share in the benefits.
On average, the study suggests that
there should be a fuel saving for charterers
choosing vessels with high GHG
Emissions Ratings. All else being equal,
there is an incentive for charterers to hire
highly rated ships. However, despite the
consistency of these savings, the market
does not also incentivise owners of efficient ships with premiums that reflect
charterers’ fuel cost savings.
Unfortunately, the researchers note that
owners in the time charter market that
choose to improve their fleet’s efficiency

by investing in efficiency technologies are
not seeing a return from either price or
preferential chartering. This means that in
today’s markets there is little financial
incentive for other owners to follow their
example.

Wasting fuel due to inefficient design can cost millions of dollars per year
“Prior to the 2008 market crash we saw
efficiency premiums in the Panamax time
charter market. Those premiums disappeared with the crash, despite record-high
fuel costs and record-high fuel savings for
owner-operators and charterers of efficient
ships,” said James Mitchell, senior associate, Carbon War Room
“These results are a challenge to the
industry, to its business model, and to
whether markets can be harnessed to help
shipping meet the challenges of a low-carbon economy. Robust and transparent
market information offers an opportunity
to help resolve this challenge.”
“Transparent data on operational effi-

On board STCW training system
gets flag state approval
www.saatsea.com
VIKING Saatsea says that it has become
the first provider to achieve flag state
approval for its STCW on board training
system with refresher modules according
to the new STCW 2010 Manila
Amendments for Basic Training.
The company’s certification management training (CMT) packages can be used
to keep crew certificates up to date while at
sea, cutting the number of days needed for
land-based training and allowing for
instant certification the moment training
has been completed.
VIKING Saatsea has now received
approval from the Danish Maritime
Association (DMA) for the system, and
says it hopes to add other flag state
approvals over the next few months.
The STCW courses that have been
approved
are
Personal
Survival
Techniques (PST) (STCW Reg VI/1 Code
A-VI/1 Table A-VI/1-1) and Fire

ciency would also help rebalance the
power dynamic in negotiations, allowing
all parties to profit from efficiency.”
While charterers can play a role by
rewarding the owners who help them to
save fuel, the researchers also point to

Prevention and Fire Fighting (FPFF)
(STCW Reg VI/1 Code A-VI/1 Table AVI/1-2). While these two courses can take
several days of onshore training to complete, Viking Saatsea says it is now possible to complete most of the training
onboard.
The onboard CMT solution is accessible
both online and offline, with real-time
access to up-to-date documentation for
administrators, while the underlying software platform can also be used for company specific in-house training and certification applications.
“In the relatively short time our product has been on the market, we have
learned a great deal about the key issues
and, in particular, about what it takes
to build a best practice CMT solution.
And we see this first flag state approval
as a confirmation that our solution is
just what shipowners have been longing
for,” said VIKING Saatsea CEO,
Kim Baarsøe.

the power of financiers to decide which
ships are built or maintained, and which
are not. Banks making investment decisions should consider how to factor efficiency into their decision-making so
that it can benefit all parties, as well as
the environment.
“Financiers are in a key position to
reshape the makeup of the global shipping
fleet through their investment decisions,
today and in the future,” said Mark
Clintworth, head of shipping, European
Investment Bank.
“As maritime shipping is a key driver of
sustainable economic development, this
research represents a crucial first step in

identifying how maritime financial institutions can prepare for a profitable low-carbon future and help shape it.”
CWR and UCL are hopeful that these
different stakeholders in the maritime
market can share the benefits of fuel
saving in such a way that emissions are
lowered across the board, rather than
relying on regulation to drive fuel efficiency initiatives.
“The
International
Maritime
Organization is under increasing pressure
to implement policies that will reduce the
industry’s total emissions. However, this
research demonstrates that market failures
present significant challenges to realising
emission reductions,” said Tristan Smith,
UCL Energy Institute.
“It indicates that policy tools that have
contributed to the improvement of other
industries, such as carbon prices or fuel
levies, would have a greatly decreased
impact if applied to shipping unless these
observed market failures are addressed.
This is because these policies work by
magnifying existing market dynamics that
reward efficiency and we don’t currently
see those dynamics in shipping.”
“This work also demonstrates the
power of data and analysis. New insights
were achieved using AIS data in conjunction with market data, and revealed
excellent potential for advancements and
refinements of the methods developed to
further improve our understanding of
shipping markets.”
The
full
research
report
is
available
to
download
at
www.shippingefficiency.org/resources.
CWR and UCL say they are currently collaborating on further studies into the
dynamics of the market, with their next
research to focus on understanding stranded asset risks in future carbon-constrained
shipping markets, likely to exist within the
lifespan of vessels financed today.

Purchasing module added to
Cloud Fleet Manager
www.hanseaticsoft.com
Hanseaticsoft is adding a new CFM
Purchase module to its Cloud Fleet
Manager maritime software package, to
allow for the central management of purchasing processes, including ordering and
budgeting, in a single application.
The CFM Purchase application collects
and curates all information related to
goods in stock, status of delivery and
warehousing, independent of the user’s
location and in real-time, and connects to a
central integrated order process to simplify logistics and stock planning.
After entering new data or orders into
CFM Purchase the data will be visible
across the platform on any smartphone or
tablet with internet access. Real-time
budgeting is also a feature of the software,
with a change in the budget displayed
immediately and not after invoice receipt,
as is more common.
Hanseatic says that, with all features
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centralised and immediately updated, the
entire process can be streamlined, with
one-way mail communication and manual
order processes eliminated.
In related news, Hanseaticsoft is also in
the process of expanding its Inspection
Report software for ship inspections and
audits to new mobile platforms with its
latest release.
The application is now available on iOS
and Android as well as Windows, the company says.
This will make the system more
accessible to users on iPhone, Android
or Windows Phone, and has been
designed to make use of the functionality
of those devices to maximise the report’s
capabilities.
This includes the ability to add additional files to an audit report, such as photos, videos, comments or voice notes.
Important areas in report pictures can also
be marked for review using a photo editing function.
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Class takes cyber seriously
Classification societies DNV GL, ABS and Lloyd’s Register have all been working on the development of
new cyber security protection guidance for the shipping industry, as the digitalisation of the sector
increases the potential for malicious action
aritime classification societies
are reacting to the growing
potential for cyber-attacks in
maritime with the release of a range of new
guidance and best practice advice, which
the organisations hope will push shipping
companies to take preventative measures
to protect against digital intrusions before
they become a problem.
Among them is DNV GL, which has
published a new Recommended Practice
(RP) on ‘Cyber Security Resilience
Management’, developed in cooperation
with customers to provide guidance on risk
assessment, general improvements to cyber
security, and the verification of security
improvements and management systems.
“With ships and mobile offshore units
becoming increasingly reliant on softwaredependent systems, cyber security is an
important operational and safety issue for
the maritime world,” said Knut ØrbeckNilssen, CEO of DNV GL – Maritime.
The RP covers some of the most common threats to maritime assets, such as
vulnerabilities in the ECDIS, the manipulation of AIS tracking data, as well as jamming and spoofing of GPS and other satellite-based tracking systems.
The Recommended Practice differentiates between unintentional infections and
targeted threats.
Unintentional infections include incidents such as software infections through
malware as well as weaknesses in software, which can be caused by the misconfiguration of equipment and applications,
or faulty software design.
Targeted threats include external cyberattacks by hackers, who can infiltrate systems through phishing, social engineering,
or by exploiting weaknesses in control sys-

M

tems. This category also looks at the possibility of cyber-attacks by disgruntled
employees and their ability to circumvent
physical access controls.
To help the industry in compliance with
internationally recognised standards, the
RP offers guidance on how to apply
ISO/IEC-27001 and ISA-99/IEC-62443
standards.
ISA-99/IEC 62443 is the recognised
standard for security of the industrial control systems in the operational technology
(OT) domain of organisations. Certification
to the ISO/IEC-27001 standard demonstrates that a company has a process-driven approach for establishing, implementing, operating, monitoring, reviewing,
maintaining, and improving their information security management system.
DNV GL itself offers certification to
ISO/IEC-27001, as well as to the ISO-22301
standard for business continuity management, which demonstrates a business’ preparedness for a major incident or disaster.
The Recommended Practice can be
downloaded at: www.dnvgl.com/rpcs

ABS
ABS meanwhile has also introduced new
volume releases and revisions for its
CyberSafety series of cybersecurity certification and optional notations for marine
and offshore assets and facilities.
Introduced in early 2016, the
CyberSafety series is a risk-based management programme to apply best practice
approaches to cyber security, automated
systems safety, data integrity and software
verification.
“Our unique approach to cyber safety
charts a new path, delivering wider and
deeper classification services as technolo-

A growing number of organisations are highlighting cyber security
as a critical issue for maritime

gy evolves and becomes more sophisticated, reaching far beyond simple compliance and directly to asset and facility
security,” said ABS chief technology officer, Howard Fireman.
“The ABS CyberSafety programme provides the only actionable guidance for
addressing and assessing cyber-enabled
systems that emphasise human, systems
and environmental safety.”
The existing Volume 1 has been revised
and expanded, with another four
Volumes added in areas like data integrity, software verification and provider
conformity testing.
Optional certification and Classification
Notations can be obtained to verify cybersecurity plans and programmes for assets
and facilities as well as integrated and nonintegrated control systems, including factors for software quality management,
product design assessment and unit software systems.

Lloyd’s Register
Lloyd’s Register (LR) is another classification society marking its mark in the cyber
protection sector, having partnered with
QinetiQ on a pilot project operated in conjunction with LNG carrier operator
GasLog which aims to explore ways of
increasing the level of security on cyberenabled ships, with tailored methodologies for LNG vessels with respect to
IMO/USCG guidelines and available
standards.
“At GasLog, we are constantly focused
on driving safety and environmental
improvements through our business as the
wider LNG shipping industry continues to
evolve,” said GasLog’s head of newbuilding, innovation and projects, Theo
Katemidis.
“Our collaboration with LR and
QinetiQ demonstrates our desire to take a
lead in cyber security to further understand future vulnerabilities and ensure
that we have the necessary mitigating
measures in place.”
The pilot project marks the first activity
in a wider collaboration on cyber security
development between LR and QinetiQ,
which aims to develop robust methodologies for readiness against existing and
emerging standards, vulnerability and
impact assessment and mitigation measures, all tailored for the maritime sector.
“Due to the rapid pace of technology
development prescriptive approaches to
risk management are not always suitable.
Instead, a ‘total systems’ approach is
required taking into account all systems on
board and – critically – on shore, how they
are designed and installed, how they connect, and how they will be managed,”
added LR’s marine & offshore director,
Nick Brown.
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“Our tailored approach to cyber security takes account of these interdependencies and we are delighted to be working
with GasLog who are taking an industry
lead in cyber security.”

Wider trends
These moves by the classification societies
to bolster their involvement in safeguarding the cyber security of the vessel as well
as its physical state is in line with broader
initiatives announced by both IMO and
BIMCO over the course of 2016.
IMO’s own cyber security guidelines
(released in June and downloadable from
http://goo.gl/YrVfBE) contain a number
of recommendations for shipping companies on how to protect their technology
assets against digital disaster, including an
introduction to the different elements of
cyber risk management, a list of potentially vulnerable systems, and information on
where to look for best practice advice from
other industry stakeholders.
“Risk management is fundamental to
safe and secure shipping operations. Risk
management has traditionally been
focused on operations in the physical
domain, but greater reliance on digitisation, integration, automation and network-based systems has created an
increasing need for cyber risk management in the shipping industry,” IMO says,
in the document.
“Predicated on the goal of supporting
safe and secure shipping, which is operationally resilient to cyber risks, these
guidelines provide recommendations that
can be incorporated into existing risk management processes. In this regard, the
guidelines are complementary to the safety
and security management practices established by this Organization.”
BIMCO’s own guidance came out ahead
of the IMO document, having been published in January in collaboration with
stakeholder groups such as ICS, INTERCARGO and INTERTANKO, and offers
yet another set of items that shipping companies should remain mindful of in protecting their cyber assets.
The 36-page guidance note (downloadable from https://goo.gl/RSQkKb) is
much more detailed than the IMO version,
and includes advice on the preparation of
contingency plans in the event of a cyberattack on a shipping company.
The information included is based on
expert research and aims to promote a riskbased approach to cyber security that is
specific to the operator’s own business and
the ships they operate.
BIMCO and the other industry associations have committed to regularly updating these cyber guidelines to ensure shipping companies have the latest information available.
DS
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The growth of condition monitoring
The application of condition monitoring systems in the shipping industry appears to be on the increase,
with the second half of 2016 already featuring a number of new systems and alliances aiming
to help vessel operators optimise their equipment maintenance
he use of condition monitoring systems in shipping is on the rise, with
a range of new systems taking
advantage of the potential for remote monitoring afforded by falling communication
costs, as well as the potential for more extensive analytics driven by improvements in
Big Data technologies and M2M sensors.
Caterpillar Marine Asset Intelligence is
among those working to enhance shipboard monitoring, having announced a
new project with maritime software company SpecTec that will see the companies
work together to integrate their applications, with the aim of optimising ship
maintenance procedures.
The goal is to make sure that unnecessary maintenance is deferred for shipboard
equipment that is operating properly, and
that potential issues for action are identified before a failure negatively impacts
operations.
The combined integrated system from
the two companies will include onboard
sensor data that is automatically gathered
and analysed by the Cat Asset Intelligence
onboard predictive analytics platform, and
then fed into SpecTec’s computerised
maintenance management system, AMOS.
When component analytics indicate that
action is required a work order can be
automatically generated to initiate service,
either at the next convenient time or immediately if necessary.
The companies say that they plan to
make this available for propulsion and
other critical onboard systems, covering
both Cat and non-Caterpillar equipment.
Any service event that is triggered by
Cat Asset Intelligence component monitoring through AMOS may also be flagged to
the relevant classification society for inclusion in ship records, to reduce the risk of
human error in reporting and to lower
administrative costs.
“It is well-known that unnecessary
maintenance can be detrimental to the
long-term performance of components on
board a vessel and that many failures are
not strictly related to the passage of time or
operating hours,” said Ken Krooner,
Caterpillar Marine Asset Intelligence technology and operations manager.
“In fact, there have been several studies
that have found that up to 80 per cent of

T

equipment failures are not-time-based by
nature and that a significant percentage of
these are caused by human factors, including unnecessary interventions during
inspections or maintenance of components
that are operating perfectly well.”
“By implementing predictive analytics
on the vessel with Cat Asset Intelligence, we
are able to automatically and continuously
analyse for random failures, along with
degraded performance, and then notify
ship’s crew immediately when those conditions begin to manifest themselves through
their performance data. Furthermore, we
can now automatically notify the crew, via
AMOS work orders, to take action based on
actual condition and help our customers
transition to a more proactive operations
and maintenance strategy rather than rely
strictly on a time based strategy.”
In a similar vein, Caterpillar Marine
Asset Intelligence and engine manufacturer MaK have also announced a partnership
with DNV GL to normalise the predictive
analytics of Cat Asset Intelligence systems
in accordance with DNV GL’s Survey
Arrangement
Machinery
Condition
Monitoring (CM) requirements, to move
away from time based maintenance to condition based maintenance.
The project will begin with a customer
that has a vessel powered by the new MaK
M 46 DF dual fuel engine, which was
delivered by Zeppelin Power Systems (a
Cat and MaK dealer).
“This is going to be a major step forward for many ship owners and their operations in the future. This effort enables
operations and maintenance leaders to
make better decisions using data and analytics, helping to drive reduced cost,
downtime and risk,” said Mr Krooner.
“This is further enhanced by DNV GL,
who brings a vast level of experience in safeguarding life, property and the environment.”

Shell, Wärtsilä and
ClassNK
Shell Marine meanwhile has added a new
software package called Marine Connect
to its Shell LubeMonitor cylinder monitoring service, designed to enhance data management and reporting functions.
Shell LubeMonitor offers reports,
engine overviews, historical data from

The Wärtsilä system monitors the condition of tail shaft equipment
onboard and from the lab, as well as comments from Shell experts highlighting
areas for concern or possible optimisation
opportunities.
The system runs in tandem with the
Shell Rapid Lubricants Analysis (RLA)
cylinder check, to identify potential oil or
equipment issues before they become critical. Shell Marine says it expects to analyse
around 18,000 cylinder drain oil samples in
2016 alone.
Shell LubeMonitor will allow customers
to evaluate Shell RLA data and data generated from its Onboard Alert magnetic iron
analyser and Onboard Plus BN test kit, to
find a balance between cylinder oil cost and
engine reliability by optimising feed rates.
Hamburg-based ship owner Oskar
Wehr, an early adopter of Shell
LubeMonitor, has reported a reduction in
oil feed rates by 0.2g/kWh on 25 vessels,
saving up to $20,000 per vessel, per year.
Also enhancing its equipment monitoring portfolio is Wärtsilä, which has introduced a new Sea-Master system to monitor
the condition of tail shaft equipment by
employing digital technology to monitor
shaft bearings and seals.
The system collects real-time data from
the tail shaft of the vessel, providing information about the operational health of the
tail shaft equipment. The new system can
be applied to open and closed loop waterlubricated stern tubes as well as closed
loop oil-lubricated stern tubes, using digi-

tal technology coupled with composite
components and existing seals.
Wärtsilä Sea-Master also provides early
warning for the detection of rising failure
issues with system alarms for critical path
components, including bearing temperatures and lubrication rates. The company
says that the system is approved by relevant
classification societies and is available for all
vessel segments and ship types as well as
for new build and retrofit applications.
“We used our existing condition monitoring technology to develop this new system and service, which applies proven
data analysis methodology to deliver not
only information but careful expert analysis and performance-enhancing recommendations as well,” said Matthew
Bignell, sales development manager,
Wärtsilä Seals & Bearings.
“Our customers get a window into the
operational health of their tail shaft and
gain knowledge about, for instance, the
wear rates of the equipment. This allows
for more accurate maintenance planning
and reduces unforeseen risks.”
"Our goal is to help our customers optimise their operations by providing safe,
reliable and environmentally sound solutions that ensure the health of their equipment. This goal also steers our product
development and digital initiatives.
Wärtsilä Sea-Master is a good example of
the advances offered by digitalisation to the
maintenance of propulsion technology.”
Pilot vessels with the Sea-Master system are already in operation, and a number of retrofit programmes are planned,
having started from September 2016.

Engine monitoring

Caterpillar Marine Asset Intelligence data will be linked with SpecTec’s AMOS system
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Also retrofitted with new condition monitoring technology is tanker company JX
Ocean Co, which has implemented
ClassNK’s CMAXS LC- A machinery
condition monitoring and automatic
diagnostic system aboard the Eneos
Spirit, a 310,000 dwt tanker, with the aim
of optimising engine room operations.
The software has an integrated sensor
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Royston will apply new technologies for
engine monitoring
anomaly detection algorithm to analyse
correlations between multiple sensor data
in the engine room and detect any early
signs of malfunction or potential damage
to machinery.
The optimum setting of the main engine
is automatically displayed, and troubleshooting instructions based on the results
obtained by the analysis are also presented.
The condition of a wide variety of
machinery is presented in real- time within
the system, with relevant instructions and
the procedure manual for the machinery in
question made available as required based
on the result of the automatic condition
diagnosis.
In addition to these functions, ClassNK
CMAXS LC- A can be used as a support
system, allowing users to centrally manage
the monitoring and diagnostics functions
of different types of shipboard equipment.
The vessel began using ClassNK
CMAXS LC- A from June 2016, after a trial
installation in 2014 conducted as part of a
joint research project together with
ClassNK and Diesel United Ltd.
Another diesel power company,
Royston, has also introduced its own new
set of engine diagnostics, health check and
consultancy services to add to its traditional marine engine service and repair business, investing in new technology and
equipment, and enhancing its software
capabilities to provide analysis of engine
and condition monitoring data.
As well as supporting on-board engine
maintenance routines and class surveys,
the extended Royston Health Check programme will also provide service engineers for emergency engineering responses, fault-finding and problem diagnoses.
Bespoke test equipment, hand-held
computers and proprietary software will
be used to carry out trouble-shooting
analysis of medium and high speed
engines on all types of vessels, with the
engine diagnostics test list including a
borescope examination of the combustion
chamber taking in liner bores, piston
crowns, cylinder heads and valves.
Assessments are also made of peak
pressures, exhaust gas emissions, fuel
pump timing and laser alignment of the
propeller shaft. Crankshaft deflection
detection and thermographic surveys of
electrical components and connections are
additionally included.
“Whether as a class requirement or as
part of a planned maintenance schedule,
regular specialist engine diagnostics can
help to prevent costly breakdowns and sig-

nificantly add to the useful performance
life of a vessel,” said Neil Graham, Royston
technical director.
“In particular, continued engine reliability, better fuel economy and lower vessel emissions all rely on regular maintenance checks. However, with vessels often
typically carrying very few onboard engineers, there is limited time available for
engine health checks to be carried out and
this is where the experience of our specialist engineering teams can provide useful
support for fleet owners and operators.”
In addition to ClassNK and Royston,
UK Electronic Solutions, part of the
NSSLGlobal Group, has launched a new
self-contained motion and impact monitoring system called Oceanic Dynamics,
which aims to advise on engine performance and reliability on offshore vessels, as
well as monitoring and reporting impact
on structures.
Oceanic
Dynamics
uses
a
Microelectromechanical System (MEMS)
based orientation sensor to monitor the
motion and impact of a vessel as it docks
with an offshore structure, to assist vessel
operators in complying with regulations or
Service Level Agreements.
While impact monitoring was the starting point and primary function of the system, the company says that it is also able to
monitor fuel efficiency, engine data and
route information, as well as the vessel’s
dynamic stability within the water.
Oceanic Dynamics also employs a HD
CCTV bullet camera to record footage
from the deck of the vessel at all times.
“We are currently trialling Oceanic
Dynamics and have installed the system
on our newest crew transfer vessel, Dalby
Ouse,” said Steve Bartram, operations
manager of Dalby Offshore.
“So far, we are extremely impressed
with the results and have already seen real
value in our investment, particularly as it
helps us comply with the impact force and
contractual regulations required by the
client. The fact that the product is available
on a contractual basis is also cost-effective
and convenient.”
Oceanic Dynamics delivers a weekly
report of how the vessel, crew and environment are impacting on vessel performance. This report can be tailored in-line
with specific content required by the vessel

operator.
All information is stored locally within
the unit until the vessel is within GSM or
Wi-Fi range and can then be downloaded
to shore. Should there be a requirement for
data to be transferred to shore more immediately the unit is also capable of integrating with an onboard satcom system.
For those at the more inexperienced end
of the scale when it comes to condition
monitoring systems, Parker Kittiwake has
launched a new Condition Monitoring
Starter Kit, integrating the company’s
DigiCell combined kit, the Holroyd MHCBearing Checker, and a PC tablet with a
condition monitoring routine and log book
pre-loaded.
The Parker Kittiwake DigiCell is an
analysis tool that indicates the levels of
water in oil as well as the lubricant’s residual Base Number (BN), while the Holroyd
MHC-Bearing Checker is a hand held
instrument that provides analysis of bearing condition using acoustic emissions
monitoring technology.
By monitoring the high frequency
acoustic emissions signals naturally generated by deterioration in rotating machinery, the unit is able to identify developing
machinery faults and provide condition
related information as either a ‘ranked’ distress number or a dB (decibel) value.
“For those ship operators that adopt
condition monitoring practices, the value it
brings is self-evident,” said Larry Rumbol,
condition monitoring market development
manager, Parker Kittiwake.
“We know, however, that many owners, managers and operators, especially of
small fleets and smaller vessels, aren’t necessarily aware of the condition monitoring
tools and technology available, or the
return on investment that a proactive
approach can quickly deliver, whatever
the vessel or fleet size.”
“This is why we’ve created the
Condition Monitoring Starter Kit, which
we believe provides a compelling introduction to the power and potential of condition based maintenance, without the
requirement for knowledge of ConMon
before or after.”

Future development
Looking ahead to new products on the horizon, BAE Systems is leading a consortium

of technology suppliers to develop software
to monitor shipboard equipment, fuel and
energy performance, providing real time
information to assist in the management of
both military and commercial fleets.
The project will build on the company’s
existing experience in supporting UK
Royal Navy vessels in the development of
a technology known as Ship Energy
Assessment – Condition Optimisation &
Routing Enhancement System (SEACORES), which will be used to analyse ‘Big
Data’ from systems on board a ship to provide a live model of its performance.
BAE Systems will lead the software
development, working in partnership with
the University of Southampton in the UK
and technology suppliers to the shipping
industry James Fisher and Sons, Fugro and
OSISoft UK. The collaborative project is
sponsored by Innovate UK.
The technology is being tested on a
commercial tanker provided by James
Fisher and Sons in Northern Europe until
the end of 2016, where it will be used to
monitor the operational performance of
the vessel at sea to inform the operator of
potential areas to improve efficiency.
“Providing real time data about the
impact of such decisions can help the operator to reduce fuel consumption and minimise wear on the engine, helping to save
costs and increase the availability of the
fleet to fulfil operational commitments
around the world,” said Chris Courtaux,
head of engineering and energy services at
BAE Systems.
“The same technology is valuable for
commercial companies looking for opportunities to boost the competitiveness of
their operations.”
SEA-CORES analyses the vibration and
trim performance of the vessel, its hull and
superstructure state together with environmental conditions such as weather and
associated ship performance characteristics, including energy consumption.
The software works with existing BAE
Systems technologies – Ship Energy
Assessment System (SEAS) and System
Information Exploitation (SIE) – connecting fuel and engine optimisation to model
the relationships between the different
ship systems. Using genetic algorithms, it
then recommends strategies to optimise
DS
the vessel’s performance.

The BAE Systems project will focus on data collection and analysis
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Sea Traffic Management test bed inaugurated in Norway
www.stmvalidation.eu
The Norwegian Minister of Transport,
Ketil Solvik-Olsen, and Merete Eik, CEO of
Port of Stavanger, have officially inaugurated the Port as a test bed for the Sea
Traffic Management (STM) project, which
aims to improve vessel safety through
streamlined data exchange between ships.
The first ship in the test bed was P&O
Cruises' Britannia, which also hosted the
launch event. The €43 million Sea Traffic
Management (STM) Validation Project is
currently working on demonstrating STM
concepts in large-scale test beds in both
the Nordic and Mediterranean Seas,
encompassing around 300 vessels, 13
ports and five shore based service centres,
as well as using the European Maritime
Simulator Network.
More than 50 partners in 13 countries
are working on the STM programme,
which will run until 2018.
Early trials will involve the use of Port
Collaborative Decision Making (Port
CDM) services, with the goal of increasing
the efficiency of port calls for all stakeholders through improved information sharing, situational awareness, optimised
processes, and collaborative decision making during port calls.
“With a new port system integrated
with the Port CDM test bed, we give port
actors like agents, tugs and mooring companies a better possibility to collaborate
and plan,” said Trond Andersen, manager
maritime department at Port of Stavanger.
“The result is an efficient, more predictable port call with lower costs and
potentially shorter turn-around times. The
international Port CDM standard, and
experienced colleagues from Viktoria
Swedish ICT and Valenciaport Foundation
have saved us time and effort when setting
up the test bed here.”
“I believe Sea Traffic Management will
grow fast. As more and more ports have
Port CDM-capabilities, more ships will
demand compliant software.”
The Port CDM services have already
been developed as part of the MONALISA
2.0 project, in the Nordic and
Mediterranean regions, and their deployment in Stavanger will help in allowing
contextual differences between port

www.navtor.com

The Norwegian Minister of Transport Ketil Solvik-Olsen, with Merete Eik,
CEO of Port of Stavanger
approaches to be gathered and analysed,
to serve as a basis for the concept’s refinement. The test beds are the first step
towards involving both commercial and
public service developers/distributors in
building Port CDM Services.
The MONALISA 2.0 project, which ran
between 2013 and 2015, featured a consortium of 39 partners and a budget of €24
million, and created a definition of STM
while assessing the strengths and weaknesses of current maritime ship and transport systems in relation to the concept.
Four STM strategic enablers have been
identified, one of which is the development of Port CDM services. Also targeted
are further Voyage Management services,
to provide support to individual ships in
both the planning process and during a
voyage, including route planning, route
exchange, and route optimisation services,
as well as Flow Management services to
support both onshore organisations and
ships in optimising overall traffic flow
through areas of dense traffic.
The fourth key enabler is a broad ranging SeaSWIM (System Wide Information
Management) system, which would facilitate data sharing using a common information environment and structure (such as
the Maritime Cloud).
A common technical protocol for route
exchange has already been developed by
the project partners and was approved as
an international standard in August 2015.
The STM project recently received a
major boost with the news that three of the
industry’s largest ECDIS suppliers,
Transas, Wärtsilä SAM Electronics and

Adveto, have supplied the first sets of Sea
Traffic Management-compatible onboard
equipment, with 225 such systems being
made available to the EU-backed project.
“We are pleased to assign contracts to
these market leaders and fore-running
vendors, who together with the project can
take a lead in the future development,”
said test manager Björn Andreasson of the
Swedish Maritime Administration, which
is leading the project.
One of the aims of STM is to introduce
an infrastructure that will support maritime actors in providing and consuming
services and data on a machine-to-machine
basis, with more automated procedures
than is possible today.
Supplied services being assessed during
testing include route optimisation, monitoring, port call synchronisation, and ship
to ship route exchange. The project is looking to work with 225 ships to test and validate Sea Traffic Management with the
updated systems, which will be provided
free-of-charge.
Participation will simply involve the
ECDIS supplier doing the installation, and
linking with existing on-board systems.
Only minor software updates and marginal system modifications are likely to be
needed, the project says.
“In Transas we strive to create and
enable the connection of the dots in ship
operations. Sea Traffic Management is in
line with our vision as we want to show
the industry how they can use technology
to become more efficient,” said Frank
Coles, CEO of Transas, one of the suppliers
involved in the initiative.

Maritime Campus North formed to strengthen Arctic safety training
www.kongsberg.com
A new partnership has been agreed
between Nord University, Bodin and
Lofoten Maritime Vocational Schools and
the Nordland county administration in
Norway, forming the new ‘Maritime
Campus North’ with the aim of strengthening education, training and research in
Arctic maritime safety and security.
The institutions will collaborate in maritime education, course offerings and
research, including the development of a
common technical platform based on
Kongsberg simulators, with Kongsberg set
to upgrade and extend the simulator
capacity at the three training institutions.
At Lofoten Vocational School, an oil spill
preparedness simulator will be installed. At
Bodin Vocational School, Kongsberg will

Pay As You Sail
ENC licensing
continues growth

upgrade the fast craft vessel bridge with
new hardware and a visual system in addition to delivering an aft bridge simulator
with an integrated Dynamic Positioning
simulator for DP2 training.
At Nord University, four new part task
ship’s bridge simulators with visual scenes
will be delivered, for crisis management
education and training. A new resource
surveillance system and a crisis management system is also included.
The simulator systems at all three training institutions will be integrated and used
to form joint nautical and emergency management training across geographical locations, providing a unique platform for
international cooperation in this field.
“It is important that the education and
training institutions can interact to
strengthen emergency education and max-

imise the use of advanced simulator systems,” said Odd Jarl Borch, professor at
Nord University.
“The expansion of new simulator capabilities in the region meets demand for
advanced training for government institutions, ship owners, oil & gas companies
and other organisations operating, exploring and developing Polar waters.”
“Of special importance is the growing
interest from the cruise and petroleum
industry for the Arctic regions and the
implementation of the Polar code. The
Nord University is now initiating a new
circumpolar education and research network on Arctic Safety and Security including twenty universities under the
University of the Arctic umbrella. This will
give us an excellent academic platform for
further international cooperation.”
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NAVTOR has revealed that take up of Pay
As You Sail (PAYS) ENC licensing among
its customers has now surpassed 80 per
cent of all subscribers, with the option
having first been introduced by the company in 2012.
As a result the Norwegian chart supplier is calling on hydrographic authorities
that are yet to allow PAYS licensing for
ENCs in their national waters to move on
the issue and refrain from lagging behind
industry demand.
“Shipowners and operators are increasingly migrating to PAYS. It’s a flexible,
user-friendly and very cost effective way
to navigate, with simple ordering and
management of the ENCs that vessels and
global fleets actually use,” said NAVTOR
CEO Tor Svanes.
“Furthermore, it’s transparent – with
users and managers seeing exactly what
they are paying for – and the fact that all
charts (including licences and permits) are
instantly available, and easy to update,
online means no lengthy pre-ordering
process, or unnecessary wastage associated with unused charts.”
“In a tight market, it’s yet another
way to keep track of operational expenditure and cut down on paperwork and
man-hours.”
Unlike traditional ENC subscription
models, which are based on set areas and
time scales, PAYS only levies charges for
the charts navigators actually use during
voyages, while allowing them to access
any chart for planning.
While this distribution method is now
widely used across the industry, Mr
Svanes notes that it has yet to be approved
by key bodies controlling some of the
world’s busiest shipping lanes.
“We see no compelling reason why
some hydrographic authorities have yet to
license charts for PAYS use. It’s good to
see that Indonesia has recently moved to
accept the model, but there remain a number of principal players that we think
should re-address their stance to serve the
market they serve, control and support.
We, and the industry, would like to see
this change in the very near future,”
he said.

‘We see no compelling reason why some
hydrographic authorities have yet to
license charts for PAYS use’
– Tor Svanes, NAVTOR
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BigOceanData improves vessel tracking service
www.bigoceandata.com
The BigOceanData vessel monitoring system is adding new functionality, with the
system now providing Notices to Mariners
as a background service while also adding
distance tables to enhance routing capabilities. Weather and accessibility upgrades
have additionally been added.
This data will be integrated into the
BigOceanData interface, with users activating the NTM function to view notices
that currently apply either on a global or
local basis, with the description of each
notice displayed on the current map.
The way that data is displayed depends
on the type and format of each notice, the
company says. For example, a depth
change will be described in plain text,
whereas a restricted area will be shown as
a zone with descriptive text. Individual
notices can be viewed directly from the
map or via the NTM sub-menu.
Users can also choose how they access
NTMs. If they wish, all of the notices for a
given area can be displayed. For a more
targeted approach, they can be filtered into
any one or combination of seven sub-categories. These are Precautionary Area,
Caution Area, Restricted Area, Depth
Area, Harbour Area, Dredged Area and
Anchor Berth.
The new distance tables meanwhile will
allow port-to-port distances to be displayed and current location to port distances calculated and shown on screen.
Where speed data for a vessel is also pro-

vided,
updated
ETA information
can be displayed.
Triggers can also be
set to create notifications
if
the
expected ETA deviates from the original calculated ETA.
BigOceanData
has
additionally
introduced hurricane warnings to its
portfolio of weathNTM has been added as a background service
er
data
feeds,
on the BigOceanData system
allowing the predicted paths of hurricanes and tropical storms to be displayed AIS vessel monitoring services to a
on the mapping interface. This information Singapore government organisation to
is updated twice daily, and alerts can be set track and report on up to 50 container vesby users to notify them when vessels of sels at any one time that are inward bound
interest find themselves in the predicted to Singapore.
“The contract was finally won not only
path of such depressions.
Lastly in this latest series of upgrades, a by meeting all the contractual and pricing
but
also
because
new version of the interface optimised for requirements,
mobile as well as desktop devices has been BigOceanData was able to demonstrate
released. BOD Mobile delivers the stan- advanced features such as different ocean
dard features of the desktop version, state conditions, good AIS coverage (both
including the interactive map with its terrestrial and satellite), a modern, userGoogle Earth and C-Map overlays, plus friendly interface and good local support,”
current and historic vessel positions and said Sebastian Koh, managing director of
information, weather data, piracy and Alltek Technology Singapore.
The system is now fully operational folother security alerts and zones.
The BigOceanData system has recently lowing on-site user training for the
personnel
delivered
by
been implemented in Singapore, with the agency’s
company working with Alltek Technology BigOceanData. Alltek is providing local
Singapore in winning a tender to supply support.

ABB partners with Sovcomflot
and MSU in Russia
www.abb.com
ABB is to work with Sovcomflot and the
Admiral Nevelskoy Maritime State
University (MSU) in Russia on the implementation of new simulation systems at
the University, following the signing of a
research, technological and educational
partnership agreement.
The agreement provides for the establishment of a Marine Propulsion
Simulation Centre at MSU in Vladivostok
which will focus on preparing staff for
work on vessels equipped with Azipod
propulsion units.
ABB will provide MSU with the equipment designed to simulate the operation
of Azipod vessel electric power and
propulsion equipment and provide further assistance with its installation, along
with related software. ABB will also
assign engineers and instructors to operate the simulator.
Sovcomflot will help prepare simulator
specifications and develop appropriate
programmes, with an emphasis on the
operation of vessels in the Arctic and subArctic marine basins.
It is expected that the new simulation
centre will be used to train MSU students, as well as to retrain or provide
advanced training to commissioned officers at different shipping companies. It

will also conduct research on vessel
power supply automation and electric
propulsion.
“With the intensity of navigation in the
Arctic and sub-Arctic Seas of the Russian
Far East increasing from year to year,
shipping companies now have a strong
incentive to use the latest global shipbuilding technologies, as well as to develop human resources and scientific potential,” said Sergey Frank, president and
CEO of Sovcomflot.
“In fact, the expansion of operations of
offshore energy projects and the growing
demand for navigation on the Northern
Sea Route go hand in hand with the
adoption of adequate measures for the
energy shipping aimed at the unconditional adherence to high standards of
maritime safety, environmental protection, and energy efficiency of maritime
transportation.”
“ABB's technology and developments
in the area of electric propulsion have a
good record in operation on Sovcomflot
vessels in the Arctic and Russian Far East
marine basins, and we are pleased that
ABB has partnered with Sovcomflot and
MSU, whose Department of Propulsion is
historically considered one of the best of its
kind within the Russian system of maritime education, to create this unique simulation centre.”
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RH Marine launches
Rhodium brand
www.rhmarinegroup.com
RH Marine, part of the RH Marine Group
along with Radio Holland, has launched
its own brand of maritime technology
products, under the name Rhodium.
The company has previously housed a
number of its own different branded products, including its UniMacs integrated
bridge and FT NavVision systems, but has
now decided to bring all products together under the Rhodium name.
Systems will be organised along four
product lines – the integrated bridge,
hybrid energy, ship automation and electrical power, which the company says will
allow it to support customers from the
design phase through the entire life cycle
of the ship.
As a system integrator, RH Marine is in
a position to integrate the different products across these product lines, with the
aim of simplifying installation and maintenance processes for vessel operators.

An RH Marine bridge with
Rhodium applications
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DM700 ECDIS launched by Danelec
www.danelec-marine.com
Danelec Marine is rolling out its new
DM700 series ECDIS, an entry-level system
that complies with the new IEC and IHO
performance standards which will become
mandatory beginning August 2017.
The company introduced its new-generation DM800 ECDIS in 2015, with the
DM700 a more standard version of that
technology but designed with the same
Linux-based software, ruggedised lowpower LED monitors and SoftWare
Advanced Protection (SWAP) technology.
SWAP technology is a standard element
of the Danelec ECDIS systems, storing all
programs, application software, configuration files, cartography, routes and other
data on a 64GB memory card. The SWAP
card can be removed from the ECDIS main
unit and installed into replacement equipment as the faulty unit is taken off the ship
for repair.
“This is the smallest, most compact
ECDIS package ever made,” said Danelec
Marine CEO Hans Ottosen.
“It’s designed for fast and simple installation on the ship’s bridge, and is a robust
hardware and software platform designed
for long life and easy serviceability.”
“Unlike many other ECDIS manufacturers, we elected not to go with a panel PCbased design. That’s because panel PCs are
prone to failures from excessive heat buildup and are extremely difficult to service
onboard the ship. Our monitors meet military-grade standards and have very low
power consumption, minimising heat
emission.”
Danelec’s ECDIS systems have also now
added the Admiralty Information Overlay
(AIO) from UKHO. AIO allows subscribers
using the Admiralty Vector Chart Service
(AVCS) to view the latest temporary and
preliminary notices to mariners as overlays

on the ECDIS screen, as an aid to route
planning and navigation.
The AIO is displayed as a single layer
on top of the basic ENC display and is
available to AVCS customers on compatible ECDIS platforms at no extra cost.
All existing Danelec DM800 ECDIS G2
models and all software versions from 2.0
and up are AIO compatible, and the service will also be offered with the new
Danelec ECDIS models, said Mr Ottosen.
“The AVCS AIO will contribute to navigational efficiency by superimposing
potential hazards such as restricted zones,
dredging activity, temporary navaids and
obstructions with an explanatory text window on the electronic chart display automatically,” he said.
“It also gives advance notices of permanent changes about to take place.”
In related news, Danelec has also
launched its second-generation Voyage
Data Recorder (VDR) remote access platform, with packages including VDR
OnDemand pull-through data retrieval
and Vessel AutoConnect push-through
data transmission.
At the heart of the platform is the Vessel
Remote Interface (VRI) module, a small
box that is external to the VDR. It receives
data from the VDR and data interfaces,
processes the data and sends it to the ship’s
satellite terminal.
The unit works with Danelec DM100
VDRs in pull-through applications, and
can be used with any VDR brand or model
in a push-through configuration since it
can bypass the VDR completely. The system can also be configured to allow the
crew to enter data manually through a web
interface.
VDR OnDemand allows authorised
shore personnel to query the ship and
request downloads of specified data sets
from the VDR, using Danelec’s VDR

Elcome agrees Abu Dhabi deal

DM700 ECDIS main unit with monitor and keyboard
Remote Access Tool software. With the
push-through Vessel AutoConnect service,
shore personnel can either use a dashboard
on Danelec’s server or their own customdesigned dashboard.
Selected data sets are transmitted automatically at pre-programmed intervals
under software control without the need
for a request from shore, and the software
can support event-driven or conditionbased rules to vary the timing and selection of data as the situation requires.
For instance, the system may be programmed for data downloads from the
GPS, speed log and engine (RPM) once an
hour under normal steaming conditions,
but increases the reporting interval automatically as the water depth decreases or
when the ship enters restricted waters. It
can also provide immediate notification of
alarms from crucial shipboard systems.
Danelec has also introduced a range of
conversion kits to facilitate replacement of
existing shipboard Voyage Data Recorders
(VDRs) with new units, covering more than
30 different models of VDRs and Simplified
VDRs (S-VDRs).

New radar systems from Kelvin Hughes
www.kelvinhughes.com

www.elcome.com
Elcome International reports that it has
agreed a deal to supply electrical switchboards, safety, monitoring and control systems for three vessels under construction
at Abu Dhabi Ship Building (ADSB).
The scope of work includes supply,
installation and commissioning of the
main switchboards and electrical systems,
bridge and engine room consoles, tank
gauging and fire detection systems.
The three vessels are being built for a
customer in the Middle East for delivery
in 2017.
“These orders from ADSB represent a
significant achievement in our growth as a
major supplier for newbuilds as well as
retrofits, and showcases our engineering
and manufacturing capabilities,” said
Jimmy Grewal, executive director of
Elcome International.
“We completed the production and factory acceptance tests (FAT) of the electrical
systems in just 43 business days.”
In related news, Elcome also reports
that it has established a new calibration lab

and electronics component repair facility
at its headquarters in Dubai, with the services operated by Navicom Calibration, a
wholly owned subsidiary.
Navicom is providing calibration and
certification services for portable instruments and fixed systems, including temperature, pressure, gas and electrical systems using master instruments from
manufacturers.
The facility also provides PCB
and
component-level
service
for
electronic systems that are obsolete or
no longer supported with spares by
their manufacturers.
“The creation of a calibration services
and component-level electronics repair
subsidiary is a natural expansion of
our rapidly growing business,” said
Mr Grewal.
“It is the next logical step in building
our company into a global technology
company providing a wide range of engineering, system integration, manufacturing, testing, repairs and service solutions,
not only in the maritime industry but
other industrial sectors as well.”

“Many ships are still equipped with
VDRs and S-VDRs that were installed
more than 10 years ago to meet the initial
IMO carriage requirements,” said
Mr Ottosen.
“These systems are nearing or beyond
their projected service life, and some are no
longer in production or supported by their
original manufacturers. We have developed a set of hardware, software and data
interfaces that substantially reduce the
time and cost of replacement by retaining
the existing cable runs and mounting
hardware.”
The mechanical conversion kits consist
of pre-drilled universal adaptor plates and
mounting brackets for system components,
including the VDR main unit, memory
capsule and bridge microphones.
Remote Data Interface (RDI) units are
available for serial, analogue and digital
connections. Existing cable runs can be reused, and installed sensor interface units
can be either re-used or switched for
Danelec’s new boxes. A free software tool
for conversion of old configuration files is
also provided.

Kelvin Hughes is launching a new range of
radar systems for commercial shipping based
on its solid-state SharpEye technology.
The first is the S-band Upmast Radar,
which offers a low peak transmission power
of less than 200W, but still offers improved
detection compared with a standard 30kW
magnetron radar, according to the company.
Also newly launched is a Navigation
Radar Display, an integrated system incorporating the software functionality of the
company’s MantaDigital radar series
whilst adding a number of improvements.
Working with the transceivers as part of
a redundant networked system, the radar
display provides radar, chart radar and
Electronic Chart System (ECS) information
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to support navigation, route planning and
training. It also features dual PPI (Plan
Position Indicator), collision warning, spy
scope and an Enhanced Target Detection
(ETD) mode.
In addition to its SharpEye systems, the
new Kelvin Hughes commercial shipping
range also includes a 12kW Upmast
Magnetron Radar from its X-band series,
with improved target resolution and beam
sharpening.
“Kelvin Hughes has long been at the
forefront of navigation radar for the world’s
commercial shipping fleet. We’re confident
that our new range of products – combining
state-of-the-art technology with affordability – will keep us in that position in the years
to come,” said Spike Hughes, Kelvin
Hughes’ sales and marketing director.

A commercial S-band radar from Kelvin Hughes
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GNS integrates Voyager with Sperry ECDIS
www.gnsworldwide.com
www.northropgrumman.com

Radio Holland opens in Malaysia

Radio Holland has opened a new
office in Johor, Malaysia, a second location in the country in addition to its office
in Port Klang. The new facility is located
near Malaysia’s Port of Tanjung
Pelepas (PTP) container terminal.
Nicolas Quéru has been appointed as
EVP managing director at Navico with
immediate effect, following his promotion from vice president, commercial
marine EMEA. He succeeds Jose Herrero.
Alongside Mr Quéru, Stephen Davis has
been appointed Simrad global brand
director within Navico’s marketing team.
Adveto reports that it has released a
type-approved software update to bring
its ECDIS-4000 in line with the new IMO
ECDIS performance standards, which will
come into force on 31 August 2017. The
company notes that this is a pure software
upgrade and the existing Adveto ECDIS
hardware still can be used.
Chart distributor Nautisk has moved
to new office premises in Aberdeen, due
to growth at its UK-based hub since being
established 18 months ago. The company’s Aberdeen team has also added three
new members of staff in customer services and technical support.
www.navico.com
www.adveto.se
www.nautisk.com
www.radioholland.com

Global Navigation Solutions (GNS) and
Sperry Marine have announced a strategic
co-operation to provide shipping companies with easier exchange of information
between the back of bridge planning and
data download environment and the
ECDIS, with the aim of enhancing safety
and improving onboard efficiency.
Specifically, GNS and Sperry Marine are
integrating GNS’s Voyager software technology with Sperry Marine’s Visionmaster
ECDIS platform. This will combine
Voyager’s ability to download and manage
navigational information onboard, plan and
optimise routes, and purchase electronic
navigational charts (ENCs) and other navigational products, with the graphic interface design and colour coding functionality

ment system.
The type-approved system can be used
to organise a wide range of sensors and
control configurations, from a basic setup
to more complex arrangements with
redundant monitoring stations.
In newbuilds, reducing the number of
control and display units required by
employing such a system should also
reduce cabling requirements by up to 80
per cent, minimising installation and commissioning costs, the company says.
“The flexibility of CompassNet, combined with a significant decrease in the
cabling required, makes the system particularly attractive to shipyards for new
builds,” said Jeanne Usher, managing
director, Sperry Marine.
“The reduction in both material quantities and installation time will create lower
costs for shipyards and owners.”

Fugro launches navigation and manoeuvring support system
www.fugro.com
Fugro has added to its range of satellite
positioning technology with Oceanstar, an
onboard decision support system for commercial vessels offering high performance
navigation and manoeuvring support.
During berthing manoeuvres, the system provides detailed information including approach speeds, rate of turn and distances to the berth, which Fugro says can
help to reduce a cruise ship’s berthing
process, for example, by up to 30 minutes
each time.
The new system incorporates approved
and ‘Wheel Mark’ certified functions such
as differential GNSS (DGNSS), speed and
distance measurement device (SDMD),
transmitting heading device (THD) and
rate of turn indicator (ROT).

$3m USCG PLB deal for McMurdo
www.mcmurdogroup.com

of the Sperry Marine ECDIS.
“We’re excited to forge this technology
partnership with Sperry Marine,” said
Paul Stanley, CEO of GNS.
“This partnership will benefit customers by combining GNS’s software, data
analytics and uniquely cost-effective purchasing options with Sperry Marine’s
world-class bridge design and hardware
manufacturing capabilities in ways that
will make navigation information easy to
access, manage and use.”
In related news, Sperry Marine has also
announced the launch of CompassNet, a
network-connected ship heading management system which allows for the deployment of different configurations as well as
multiple ship heading management controls, using standard Ethernet connectivity
to link the heading sensors and the distribution portion of the heading manage-

406MHz frequency.
Once activated, the PLB transmits a distress signal containing unique beacon
identification information and location
data via the international search and rescue satellite system operated by CospasSarsat. The signal is then passed to regional search and rescue authorities.
McMurdo says that nearly 25 per cent of
the world’s emergency distress beacons and
approximately 50 per cent of the CospasSarsat search and rescue infrastructure
globally are manufactured by the company.

McMurdo has been awarded a US$3 million contract with the United States Coast
Guard (USCG) for the supply of to 16,000
FastFind 220 personal locator beacons
(PLBs) over the next five years.
The deal is an indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity contract with a base year
and four one-year options.
“For 226 years, the US Coast Guard has
protected America’s waterways, defended
its borders and saved those in peril,” said
Mark Cianciolo, general manager of
McMurdo’s aerospace, defence and
government programmes.
“This award is a major validation
of the products and technologies
that fortify McMurdo’s position as
the global leader in emergency
readiness and response. We are honoured to provide a solution that
enhances the safety of crew members who risk their lives daily.”
The FastFind 220 is used to notify
emergency personnel during a land,
The PLB transmits location data to rescue
air or water emergency in remote or
authorities once activated
high-risk environments using the

To assist with navigation
in
confined
waters
Oceanstar calculates heading, rate of turn, ground
speed ahead/astern and
speed athwart ships at the
bow and stern, as well as
distances. The information
can be viewed on system
displays that can be positioned anywhere on the
bridge, or the functions can
alternatively be embedded
Oceanstar’s heading and rate of turn displays
for display in compatible
manoeuvring, so assistance with accurate
integrated bridge systems.
“Vessels of all types, and in particular quay and terminal approach information
passenger cruise ships and container ships, can be crucial. Our Oceanstar system proare becoming ever larger,” said Leif Morten vides exactly this type of information to
captains and pilots during berthing
By, product manager for Oceanstar.
“Larger vessels mean less room for manoeuvres.”

LNG Dual Fuel simulator model under development
www.kongsberg.com
Kongsberg Digital, the new Kongsberg
software and maritime simulation technology division, has signed contracts with
Sweden’s Chalmers University of
Technology, Kalmar Maritime Academy
and Linnaeus University that include the
development of a new LNG (Dual Fuel)
Cruise Ferry simulator model for the KSim Engine simulator platform.
The new K-Sim Engine model is scheduled to be delivered in the first quarter of
2017, in line with upcoming changes in
regulations. Handling LNG fuel and other
low-flashpoint fuels on ships will become
part of maritime training standards next
year, following IMO’s addition of aspects
of the International Code of Safety for
Ships using Gases or other Low-flashpoint
Fuels (IGF Code), including LNG fuel handling and bunkering, to STCW.
“Our aim is to support the industry to
meet new STCW requirements while
leveraging the benefits of Dual Fuel
engines through high quality training,”
said Henrik Pahlm, lecturer at Chalmers
University.
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“The new LNG Cruise Ferry simulator
model for the K-Sim Engine simulator is the
perfect platform to achieve this, as it
enables detailed, realistic simulation based
on the real engine room configuration. It
will give engineers a complete understanding of the complexities, risks and hazards of
dual fuel engines, helping them to deliver
safe and efficient operations on board.”
Kongsberg’s model will contain the
major training areas for bunkering and
operation of a cruise ferry with a dual fuel
set-up, with training for LNG-fuelled vessel crews to allow them to recognise risks
and be aware of specific points of attention
related to LNG and the operation of related systems.
“We’re developing a highly accurate
model to enable training for a vessel power
configuration that is becoming more commonplace,” said Leif Halvorsen, product
manager, Kongsberg Digital.
“In addition to general operation of the
engines, the simulator will provide LNGbunkering operations (shipboard) training
in a safe and controlled manner, enabling
crews to recognise potential problems and
handle emergency situations.”
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Two year iSea research and development project launched
www.danelec-marine.com
A two-year R&D project called iSea has
been announced by a consortium of companies in Denmark and Turkey, with the
aim of improving efficiency in ship operations and safer navigation through the
delivery of a set of Expert Decision
Support Systems (EDSS) for vessels.
The iSea programme has been approved
for funding by the Eurostars programme,
and will be led by Danish company
Danelec Marine. Other participants

include Vessel Performance Solutions, also
based in Denmark, as well as Turkish companies i-Marine Technologies and
Research, and Deniztekno Danismanlik
Bilgi Teknolojileri ve Bilgisayar.
The EDSS aim to leverage telematics systems for real-time transfer of data from ship
to shore. The main goals will be to increase
fuel efficiency in open waters, facilitate
near-shore navigation and reduce human
errors, especially in difficult conditions.
The R&D programme will commence in
January 2017 and run for two years, includ-

ing a period of sea trials of the new EDSS.
“A critical element for an Expert
Decision Support System for ship navigation is the availability of real-time data
from shipboard sensors and systems,” said
Hans Ottosen, CEO of Danelec Marine.
“As a part of the iSea initiative, Danelec
Marine is investigating an alternative type
of communication which would give a
subscriber access to real-time data within
limits set by the system administrator.”
The real-time data solution will build
on Danelec’s VDRConnect technology,

Raytheon gyros for
ice class ships

DGM adds paper chart corrections App
www.dgmaritime.com
Da Gama Maritime (DGM) has announced
the launch of its new Vasco App, approved
by the United Kingdom Hydrographic
Office (UKHO) to provide official paper
chart corrections to the mariner via a tablet.
The company says that it believes this to
be the first time that these corrections have
been approved for supply through an electronic tablet device.
“We appreciate there are other chart
correction software packages already
available but it became apparent to us that
many of them are overcomplicated and
bombard the mariner with more functionality than they need or want,” said DGM
managing director, Steve Monk.
“Despite our providing feedback to these
companies, we realised the best course of
action was to develop our own software
which simply provides the chart corrections, tracings, blocks and notices required
to maintain the paper chart outfit.”
“We’re also aware that while many vessels are moving to ECDIS, a large number
still carry a reduced paper outfit but don’t
want to pay high costs for software to
download corrections to what amounts to

Chemgas support
contract for
Alphatron Marine
www.alphatronmarine.com
Alphatron Marine has agreed a new contract with Chemgas Shipping covering
shipboard equipment maintenance and
optimisation for eight gas carriers.
Situated in Rotterdam, Chemgas
Shipping operates a fleet of inland, seagoing and sea/river-going vessels specialising in the transport of LPG, with trading
routes stretching from the Baltic Sea to
North Africa.
Alphatron Marine will be supporting and
maintaining the bridge equipment, navigation systems and communication hardware
on board these ships. The contract also covers equipment and services subject to
mandatory annual certifications and inspections, as well as life cycle support.
Alphatron Marine’s vessel support
services are managed out of Centres of
Excellence
in
Tokyo,
Rotterdam,
Singapore and Houston.

a few weekly updates. Our app provides
a much more economical solution with
reduced download times, lower software
costs and less time spent correcting the
outfit.”
DGM is already a distributor of UKHO
products and has taken the decision not to
incorporate any of the Admiralty Digital
Publications (ADPs) as updates in the app
as these are already available free of charge
from the UKHO through e-mail and the
internet – the application will focus solely
on sending paper chart corrections.
“We wanted to develop a product
which gives the mariner just what they
need to update their paper chart outfit
without the addition of numerous other
services which are provided already by the
UKHO,” said Mr Monk.
“At the same time we’ve also built the
app in such a way that it allows shore management accessibility to the chart outfit status of any of their vessels at any time via a
web portal, without having to request the
information from sea.”
Multiple copies of the same chart can be
recorded in the system, which DGM
believes will be useful for training academies to keep a record of the correction state

used for remote push-through and pullthrough data retrieval from shipboard
systems and sensors.
Eurostars is a European joint programme
that supports international innovation projects by small- and medium-sized enterprises. It is co-funded from the national budgets
of 34 EUREKA countries and the European
Union, with a total public budget of €1.14
billion for the period 2014-2020.
EUREKA is an intergovernmental network launched in 1985 to support marketoriented R&D and innovation projects.

www.raytheon-anschuetz.com

Tracings shown on the screen can be
printed to any wireless capable printer
of every chart even when they have many
copies of a single chart for their students,
or for vessels which have routes inked in
on copies of the same chart for regular
routes in or out of port. Each copy of the
chart can be given a unique tag or label for
identification.
Folios within the app can be generated
to either UKHO recommended folio listings, as unique named custom folios to
that vessel, or both.
The Vasco App is available from Apple
iTunes or Google Play, and can be downloaded free of charge straight to any tablet
for a free one month trial. Once a subscription has been activated the mariner can
start correcting their outfit without any
other software needing to be installed.

Raytheon Anschütz reports that it has
completed the supply of gyro compass
systems to two 25,000 dwt polar class
heavy transport vessels for operation
north of 70° latitude.
The vessels, Audax and Pugnax,
were built at Guangzhou Shipyard
International (GSI) in China for Red Box
Energy Services in accordance with DNV
NAUT-AW rules and the highest ice class
notations.
Both are capable of operating year
round in polar conditions including temperatures below -40° C . The vessels have
since been deployed for module transportation for the Yamal LNG project
in Russia.
Raytheon Anschütz supplied the vessels with a dual gyro compass system and
steering gear control system, along with a
NP 5500 fully adaptive autopilot. This
includes automatic speed and latitude
error correction, an individual speed error
correction mode, and an independent
transmitting magnetic compass path.

Ghana signs satellite AIS vessel tracking deal
tions in Ghana to provide vessel movement analysis and reporting to help inform
policy decision making and to engage the
exactEarth has been selected by the
next generation of maritime professionals
Government of Ghana’s Fisheries
in coastal surveillance.
Commission (a member of the West Africa
“This is an important strategic win and
Regional Fisheries Programme) to provide
a major step forward for our small vessel
satellite AIS data services and a small vestracking initiative,” said Peter Mabson,
sel tracking system, as part of a 12-month
exactEarth CEO.
contract that will be worth between $1 mil“MOFAD needs a high performance,
lion and $2 million.
reliable and compliant
The contract with the
maritime
monitoring
Commission, an agency of the
solution to protect their
Ministry of Fisheries and
critical fishing industry
Aquaculture Development
and our small vessel
(MOFAD), aims to provide
tracking capabilities will
data that can assist Ghana in
be an integral part of
monitoring its expansive
helping them achieve
coastlines and deter illegal
that objective.”
fishing in its national waters.
“This reflects the
Along with a comprehengrowing opportunity for
sive satellite AIS data feed,
both our large and small
exactEarth will provide
vessel tracking solutions
MOFAD with 450 Class B
and our reputation for
AIS transceivers to be
having the leading satelinstalled on inshore fishing
lite AIS solution on
vessels which will be tracked
Vessel movements will be displayed in the ShipView platform
the market.”
via
satellite
utilising
www.exactearth.com

exactEarth’s exactTrax small vessel tracking technology.
This will allow MOFAD to gain access
to detailed fishing vessel positions and
movement analysis services through the
exactEarth ShipView platform, which will
be upgraded to include an SOS alerting
facility to support safety of life at sea.
exactEarth says it will also be working
with a local partner and academic institu-
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